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Clerkship Complaints 
Students Discover CDO Failed to Mail Clerkship Application Ma­
terials on Time; Coordinator Lillian White is Reassigned 
BY ALAN TAUBER 
Managing Editor 
Amid a number of student com­
plaints that judges had not yet received 
clerkship application materials that are 
collected and mailed by the Career De­
velopment Office, Clerkship Coordina­
tor Lillian White has been reassigned and 
the Law School has thrown additional 
resources at the problem, said CDO Di­
rector Fred Thrasher. 
Students applying for the highly 
competitive federal clerkship positions 
typically apply to dozens of judges who 
usually require two or three letters of rec­
ommendation from professors. Because 
judges often prefer "closed" letters that 
students cannot see, the CDO coordinates 
the collecting, copying, and mailing of 
letters of reccomendation. 
Federal judges for the first time this 
year set a Sept. 1 date before which they 
would not accept applications. The date 
created a pile-up of thousands of appli­
cations set for mailing immediately fol­
lowing the deadline. A month later, many 
letters of recommendation had not yet 
been mailed, outraging students and 
prompting the school to take action. 
Thrasher said the additional per­
sonnel have begun working to send out 
the letters in place of White whose re­
quest for reassignment was granted. Stu­




Lillian White's office sits empty following her request for reassignment last week. 
mixed. 
"I have nothing but good things to 
say about her," said Mike Quatarone, 3L 
Day. "Lillian has been great to me dur­
ing this process. She met with me after 
hours, she skipped lunch to help me. She 
has encouraged me and given me great 
advice." 
Not all students were as positive. 
"Lillian White recommended to me dur­
ing my second year that to improve my 
chances of getting a clerkship I should 
join a journal," said Jaclyn Gerhard, 3L 
Day. Fellow 3L Carla Menisky said the 
process entailed "too much work for one 
person." 
"There's obviously a bottleneck," 
Menisky continued. "210 letters times 
See CLERKSHIP page 5 
Bluebook Replaced in First Year Classes 
BY CRISTINA V ON SPIEGELFELD 
Staff Writer 
With their legal and writing re­
search classes behind them, many 2Ls, 
3Ls, and 4Ls have not noticed that the 
dreaded Bluebook has been replaced in 
first-year classes. As of this year, the 
Law School's Legal Research and Writ­
ing (LRW) program no longer teaches 
"Bluebook: A Uniform System of Cita­
tion." The preferred citation guide is now 
the Association of Legal Writing Direc­
tors (ALWD) Citation Manual, often re­
ferred to as "Alwood." 
After researching the experiences of 
other law schools using the ALWD 
manual and consulting with the faculty, 
the LRW program made the decision to 
switch to the ALWD manual last school 
year. Professor Lorri Unumb, who di­
rects the LRW program, said that the Law 
School joined many others in teaching ci­
tation from the ALWD Manual because 
of dissatisfaction with the Bluebook. 
Unumb said that despite some su­
perficial differences, the Bluebook and the 
ALWD guide are roughly 98 percent iden­
tical. Although this change has been 
implemented in LRW classes, there is still 
debate concerning the fact that the 
Bluebook is still the citation manual of 
choice for GW's journals, nearly every 
court around the country and a majority 
of the top law schools. 
Emily Mancina, Editor-in-Chief of 
the International Law Review, said it is 
inherently unfair for the LRW program 
to teach only the ALWD system because 
it assumes that incoming lLs need the 
"easier" method of learning legal cita­
tions, and would not be able to handle 
the Bluebook as past generations of GW 
law students have. 
Mancina also noted that the jour­
nal competition will be more cumbersome 
for lLs and night students who are forced 
to absorb the Bluebook and apply it for 
the first time in a high-stakes competition. 
Mancina also feels that it is an additional 
burden for Dean's Fellows who will want 
to prepare their students for the Spring 
competition. Finally, students who do not 
join journals will come out of law school 
without a fundamental knowledge of the 
Bluebook, a skill that the job force ex­
pects, says Mancina. 
"Over half of the incoming class 
will miss out on learning a skill that, with 
a tuition as high as that of GW Law, we 
ought to be learning in classrooms," 
Mancina said. "Even if the LRW pro­
gram has identified a few law schools, 
journals and one federal circuit that use 
the ALWD, this doesn't persuade me that 
it is now beneficial for students of the 
high caliber found at GW to miss out on 
learning how to use the Bluebook." 
Of the approximately 100 law 
schools that have completely adopted the 
ALWD manual as of Dec. 2002, only 13 
are ranked in the U.S. News top 50. Fif­
teen law journals and publications and 
five moot court competitions, including 




BY ALEX SAUNDERS AN D JANE YANOVSKY 
Ne ws Editor and Staff Writer 
In the past few years, there have 
been several changes to GW law's grad­
ing system. As of 2001, students whose 
GPA is in the top 35 percent of the class 
have been able to claim a scholar desig­
nation. Students with a GPA in the top 
15 percent of their class can claim a 
"George Washington Scholar" designa­
tion and those whoseGPA falls between 
the 15 percent and 35 percent level can 
claim to be a "Thurgood Marshall 
Scholar." These honors were awarded 
based on students' cumulative GPA. 
Last Spring, the Curriculum Com­
mittee considered a proposal to award 
Washington and Marshall Scholar des­
ignations based on semester grade point 
averages instead of the cumulative sys­
tem now in place. Instead of awarding 
the scholar honors to students in the top 
15 and 35 percent of their classes based 
on their cumulative GPA's, it was pro­
posed that these awards be given based 
on performance in any one semester. 
Dean Gutman, Chair of the Curriculum 
Committee, feels that because of the new 
Banner system, it is now technologically 
possible to calculate the honors based on 
performance in single semesters. 
Gutman adds that the proposed 
change would benefit students who per­
formed poorly in their first year and were 
always trying to "dig themselves out of a 
hole." At the time of the proposal, fac­
ulty were largely divided on the issue and 
ultimately, the plan was "recommitted" 
and will be considered anew this upcom­
ing Spring. 
During last Spring's discussion, 
Professor Wilmarth felt that employers 
would likely be confused if the scholar 
designations were awarded based on in­
dividual semester performance, particu­
larly because students would have to in­
dicate the specific semesters during which 
they earned the scholar designation. 
Wilmarth said the change would 
make students' records less transparent 
to employers who would have to muddle 
through definitions to understand what 
the student had done. "Why would we 
want to become the 'Enron School of 
Law' by making our students less trans­
parent?" he asked. "The reason we've al­
ways done well compared to schools like 
Georgetown is because we've been more 
transparent." 
Given the numerous changes that 
have occurred in the last few years, it 
seems unlikely that potential confusion 
to employers can be avoided. One student 
See GRADES page 6 
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Students Talk Dell Laptops 
BY FRANK LATTUCA 
StaffWriter 
Beginning this year, incoming first-
year students were required to have note­
book laptop computers. As part of this 
change, the law school established a pro­
gram with Dell computers to purchase 
certain models and makes of their com­
puters at discount prices. Now, a little 
over a month into the school year, ques­
tions and concerns over the program are 
being raised, including how helpful it has 
been and how much of a deal students 
may, or may not have gotten. 
The Faculty has responded posi­
tively to the change. Senior Associate 
Dean for Administrative Affairs Tom 
Morrison feels that assisting the legal 
writing program was one of the concerns. 
"We wanted to be able to enhance the 
legal writing program," said Morrison. 
He says that with the new laptop system 
set up, instructors will be able teach things 
like online research far more effectively 
by being able to work on a wireless net­
work and have everyone on the same 
page. This, says Morrison, is one of the 
ways in which laptops would be more ef­
ficient than installing desktops, which 
bring with them a handful of problems. 
In addition to the inefficient nature 
of installing more desktops, Morrison 
feels that the laptops are not only more 
versatile but also have the added benefit 
of being small. "It used to be that the 
only place to get on the internet was the 
second floor of the library. By using 
laptops and expanding the wireless net­
work, the student body bas been spread 
out giving everyone a little more elbow 
room." 
But these expected advantages have 
not been realized yet. The lL's have not 
the point in their schedule where they will 
be working with the laptops in their new 
and improved legal research and writing 
classes. Morrison says that recent survey's 
of the incoming classes demonstrated that 
between 80 and 90 percent of students 
were coming to school with laptops any­
way. 
Morrison says that Dell was cho­
sen as the provider for this law school 
sponsored program because they ap­
peared to be the best choice. After sur­
veying a few companies and what they 
had to offer, Dell came out as the best 
option for George Washington Law 
School. "DELL seemed to be the best 
one available. They offer good service, 
gave us a deal, and they seem like they 
will be a good network for what will even­
tually be 1500-1700 students at any one 
work. 
"We also would like to become a 
service representative with Dell, so that 
if your computer breaks we can fix it here 
at school" says Morrison. He thinks this 
is a practical possibility if the school is 
only responsible for one make or model, 
but becomes too much of a problem if 
the school takes responsibility for more 
than one computer type and thus spreads 
itself too thin. 
Morrison insists that there is no re­
quirement to buy a Dell. "If you want to 
buy a Gateway, great. There is no re­
quirement for a Dell, but we would be 
foolish if we didn't tell students what the 
1L Sarah Dill uses her Dell laptop in the soft lounge. 
time," said Morrison. 
TauberINota Bene 
"We definitely have a strong recom­
mendation that students use Dell comput­
ers, " Morrison says. Indeed, the infor­
mation available on the web portal sug­
gests that there are "Risks" in "Not Par­
ticipating in the Dell Program". Dell 
computers are being recommended as 
part of an effort to streamline the network 
and make it easier to put together. The 
reason for this, says Morrison, is that with 
a variety of computers on one network it 
becomes harder and harder to guarantee 
that each computer make and model will 
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ramifications there might be. We won't 
be able to support the machine the way 
we will a Dell." 
The reason for the school not us­
ing a UNIX- or Mac-based system is not 
out of concern for the computers, but out 
of pragmatism. "Mac and Linux are both 
good platforms" says Morrison, "but we 
have to try and serve the majority of the 
population. Ninety percent of the legal 
population is using windows, and we are 
trying to serve a large group of people-so 
we want to supply the mainstream." 
Morrison says that the feedback he 
has gotten has been good. "Students 
seem to like their Dells." He claims the 
wireless network is working, computers 
were delivered on time and, as far as he 
knows, there have not been a lot of prob­
lems with maintenance or delivery. 
Many students are participating in 
the program. Morrison noted that about 
25 percent of the first-year class bought 
their computers through the program. 
Morrison believes that students did get a 
good deal by purchasing their computers 
through the Dell Purchase Program. 
"Could we have designed them to be 
cheaper? Sure, but we wanted quality, 
service, trying to find the best fit of all of 
those to actually create the best deal," said 
Morrison. Additionally, Dean Morrison 
noted that the school is not making any 
profit from of this program. 
Despite these assurances, student 
reaction is mixed. Many students have 
found that having a laptop is useful, and 
had good things to say about the program 
but some wonder if Dell was the best 
choice. "I'm not sure that [Dells] are any 
more useful than any other computer," 
said Sally Parker, 1L student. Parker feels 
that the machines themselves seem to be 
working alright and that "it's nice to have 
the same computer as everyone else-es-
pecially when you forget your power cord 
and your neighbor can help keep your 
computer from dying on you." 
Sally Parker feels that she was pres­
sured into getting a Dell. She says that 
she already had a laptop before coming 
to school, but felt that she was bullied into 
getting a new one because it wasn't a Dell. 
"It was suggested that if we did not buy 
the Dell laptop that any problems arising 
from our own computer would be up to 
us to resolve," says Parker. 
Todd Chatman is one law student 
who didn't participate in the Dell Pur­
chase program. He thinks it's important 
to note that he's been doing just fine with 
his Apple Ibook despite IT's "frightening 
rhetoric that suggested we would fail out 
of the school if we didn't participate in 
the program." Chatman claims that his 
Apple Airport wireless card supports 
LEAP encryption protocol, and is able 
to use the wireless network at the school 
"just fine" 
Chatman prefers a Mac- or Linux-
based machine because he feels they've 
proved to be more stable and otherwise 
better machines than Window compat­
ible machines. "I've talked to at least a 
half-dozen people who wanted to bring 
in Macs, but we're scared off." Chatman 
feels that the fact that having an exclu­
sive deal with Dell was an unethical 
strong-arm tactic used by the school. 
"[The school] should have secured deals 
with at least a few laptop manufacturers 
a n d  a l l o w e d  s t u d e n t s  t o  c h o o s e . "  T h e  
choices the program had to offer also 
proved to be a bit limited and ambiguous 
for some students. "I can't say if I really 
got a deal. I have seen ads for comput­
ers that cost half what I paid, but with­
out all the added parts, it's hard to com­
pare," said Parker. 
Ben Hiltzheimer, a 1L student, 
chose to get a Dell. But Hiltzheimer got 
his Dell computer outside of the school-
sponsored program because of the lim­
ited options offered to him, especially in 
regards to the wireless cards. "I run a 
wireless network in my house... so cam­
pus [networking] constitutes only a small 
portion of the total time I'm online," said 
Hiltzheimer. He wonders why there was 
no option to buy a laptop with onboard 
wireless- an option that would allow him 
to access wireless networks in places other 
than school. Hiltzheimer says that using 
Cisco cards will not allow for access out­
side of the school's network. 
"Forcing students to buy laptops 
with no onboard wireless is completely 
unnecessary to ensure compatibility with 
the law school network. There is no rea­
son that students can't have both onboard 
wireless cards-which work anywhere else 
in the world-and Cisco card to use exclu­
sively on campus," says Hiltzheimer. 
Perhaps the most serious problem 
encountered by students has been Dell's 
poor customer service. Mirta Woodall, 
2L student, decided to participate in the 
program after her Gateway laptop 
crashed. She ordered a router with her 
computer, so that when the Gateway was 
fixed she could network the two comput­
ers. They charged me for it, but it never 
came. I called them and they told me I 
had never purchased a router, even 
though I had the receipt in my hand say­
ing I did!" After nearly an hour on the 
phone, Woodall ordered and paid for 
another router. 
It sucks, I hate it, I'm never buy­
ing a Dell again" says Adrienne Felecia 
Frazier, a 1L student. Since her laptop 
arrived in August, she has had to replace 
the motherboard, her keyboard scratches 
the screen when she closes it and she has 
had to use her warranty's next-day ser­
vice twice. "Both times the parts arrived 
a day late. I've been on the phone with 
them for 90 minutes at a time. A totally 
frustrating experience," says Frazier. 
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NEWS FROM THE GW COMMUNITY 
Mock Trial Board Hosts Competition 
The Mock Trial Board is holding it's annual fall competition Saturdays, Oct. 11 
and 18. The Cohen and Cohen Mock Trial Competition will take place at the 
D.C. Superior Courthouse. Competition finals will occur in the Moot Court 
Room on Wed., Oct. 22, at 2 p.m. All are encouraged to attend. 
Faculty Pass Resolutions Recognizing Administrative Contributions 
The faculty passed two formal resolutions prasing Dean Tom Morrison and 
Director of Administration/Finance Fred Hahndorf for their outstanding 
contributions in supervising the construction work this summer. "Tom 
Morrison and all others who worked on the construction project worked 
incredibly long hours, often 12 hour days," said Dean Michael Young at the 
Sept. 5 faculty meeting. Crews began finishing touches this week including 
adding plants to the student lounge areas. 
Thirsty Thursdays Set to Return 
The SBA plans to host its first Thirsty Thursday this week. Don't hold your 
breath. 
SBA Beat 
Raven-Hansen Talks Construction; Halloween Plans Set 
Clinic Fights Strip-Searches 
of Female Prisoners 
BY ALEXANDER SAUNDERS 
News Editor 
The Public Justice Advocacy Clinic 
has recently experienced major court vic­
tory. The U.S. District Court for the Dis­
trict of Columbia has recently certified 
that those aggrieved by strip-searches 
have class, standing to sue. Having class 
standing allows for the plaintiffs to com­
mence discovery and opens up the possi­
bility for a settlement. 
These searches occur because of the 
DC jail's persistent strip-searching of 
people who should be released but are 
instead kept in police custody, says Pro­
fessor Lynn Cunningham. As co-director 
of the Public Justice Advocacy Clinic, 
Cunningham has led a group of 11 stu­
dents through the process of filing claims 
on this and several closely related legal 
issues. 
The recent victory comes on the 
heels of a similar success last Spring when 
the District Court certified class stand­
ing for a group of "over-detained" pris­
oners. Cunningham says that the DC jail 
had a consistent problem with keeping 
people in detention despite the fact that 
their sentence had expired or had charges 
against them dropped. Due in part to the 
activities of the Public Justice Advocacy 
Clinic, Cunningham says that the jail sys­
tem is addressing the problem of late re­
lease of prisoners. "The lawsuit has al­
ready had a positive effect." 
The key to the success is the stu­
dents' hard work, says Cunningham. 
Through several "case meetings" and in­
dividual research, the group of students 
has initiated a number of claims. "It's a 
team effort and students are part of the 
team,".said Cunningham. 
The plaintiffs are being represented 
by attorney William Claiborne, who ap­
proached Cunningham about the project. 
Cunningham says that although students 
often do dispute settlement and tenant-
landlord issues on their own, a case of 
this magnitude and complexity requires 
the experience of a practicing attorney. 
Cunningham hopes that the case will 
settle but knows that often the case goes 
on for quite some time before the defen­
dants settle. In another recent case, 
Cunningham said that the opposing party 
did not settle until after the case had gone 
into appeal. 
These problems in the DC jail were 
brought to light after a student investi­
gated claims of over-detention. There are 
two types of over-detention problems, 
says Cunningham. The first occurs when 
prisoners are kept beyond their release 
date after serving the term of their sen­
tence. The second type involves prison­
ers who are temporarily detained, for a 
few days perhaps, and are released by the 
judge but are nevertheless kept in jail by 
Department of Corrections officials. This 
second group has also been subjected to 
unnecessary strip-searches. Because of 
the initial investigation into the over-de­
tention, the students in the Justice Advo-
See STRIP SEARCH page 6 
BY ALAN TAUBER 
Managing Editor 
Professor Peter Raven-Hansen, 
chairman of the law school's building 
committee, spoke at this week's SBA 
meeting to discuss the status of the cur­
rent renovations and future plans. 
Raven-Hansen said that five years 
ago, the law school ranked 100 out of the 
100 top law schools in square footage per 
student. As a result of this study, the law 
school developed a long-range plan to 
upgrade the facilities and build new ones. 
Last year, the school completed 
construction of the new E Building at a 
cost of $11 million dollars. The building 
was so expensive because of historic pres­
ervation requirements involving the 
building's facade. 
This summer Stuart was renovated, 
and new offices were built to house fac­
ulty. According to Raven-Hansen, the old 
offices were "too small for faculty egos." 
There are also two new moot courtrooms 
and a new computer lab. 
As for construction delays, Raven-
Hansen said "It's a miracle they got as 
far as they did." He credits Dean Tom 
Morrison as the driving force behind the 
day-to-day operations over the summer. 
As for remaining changes, Raven-
Hansen mentioned the inclusion of plants 
in the student lounges in order to "soften 
the space...at enormous expense." Ad­
ditionally, new e-mail terminals are be­
ing installed in the Burn's Alcove, elec­
tronic maps of the law school have been 
installed, and the streetscape should be 
done "sometime in our lifetime." 
Raven-Hansen also gave a preview 
of coming attractions for next summer. 
The Stockton reading room, currently in 
the library, will be carved up to allow stu­
dents to walk from Stockton to Stuart on 
the second floor. This will allow the open­
ing of the Stockton stairwell on the sec­
ond floor. The committee expects this 
will cause some problems because of the 
need to maintain library security. Finally, 
the third and fourth floors of Stockton 
will be remodeled to match the look of 
the rest of the school. 
When the Business school is moved 
to its new home, following the resolution 
of a zoning dispute, the law school will 
acquire the rest of Lisner Hall. The sec­
ond floor of Lisner will have a student 
lounge with a coffee bar or food facility. 
There is no timeline for the Business 
School's move at this point. 
Other long-term plans include a 
new library. Plans would place the new 
library across G Street, stretching from 
21st Street, where Quigley's Pharmacy is 
currently located, to the clinic building. 
As of this year, the law school is $65 mil­
lion short, and the costs continue to rise. 
It is unlikely the plan will come to frui­
tion any time soon. 
Students expressed concern about 
access to Stuart when the doors are 
locked. GWorld Card access is planned 
for the future. Currently, with nine build­
ings, the school has 25 entrances to se­
cure during off-hours. This is one cause 
for the lockdown on weekends. 
Following Raven-Hansen's talk, the 
SBA moved on to other business. First 
up was graduation. While Dean Young 
decided not to move graduation this year, 
he will probably move it up for the Class 
of 2005. Further consultation is not an­
ticipated, rather the calendar will just list 
graduation a week earlier. 
Bar/Bri has agreed to sponsor 
Thirsty Thursdays, once the problems 
with the University Alcohol Office are 
worked out. 
The SBA website has lots of valu­
able information for students. It can be 
accessed from the mam taw school 
webpage. 
Since 2004 is the 50th anniversary 
of the Supreme Court's landmark case of 
Brown v. Board of Education, the SBA 
is planning a speaker series to commemo­
rate the event. 
Plans for the Halloween party have 
been finalized. It will take place October 
30, at Poly Esther's. 
Finally, the SBA approved the mem­
bers of the Select Committee for Consti­
tutional Revision. The five members are 
Alan Tauber - 3L Day, Jason Karasik -
2L Day, Kristi Sims - 2L Day, John 
Malarney - 2L Day, and Jonathan 
Willingham - 1L Day. 
The next SBA meeting will be Tues­
day, Oct. 7. 
GW Students, Faculty Light the Night 
Yanovsky// 
Law School students and faculty braved chilly temperatures to participate Thurs. in a charity walk to raise money to fight cance> The l.H 
delegation was organized by Prof. Joan Schaffner (back row, third from left) and Jessica Chipoco, 3L Day, (front row, fourth from right). 
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Court Watch 
COMPILED BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JO NES AND SAM IA NAS EEM 
Northern VA Circuit Court 
considers drug court alternative 
A group of lawyers, judges, and 
social service workers met last Thursday 
in Leesburg, Virginia, to consider the cre­
ation of a Loudon County drug court. 
Drug courts, which were originally 
formed in Florida in the 80's, try to help 
adult drug offenders escape addiction and 
criminal convictions through an intensive 
program of rehabilitation and supervi­
sion. Programs tend to last from one year 
to eighteen months. 
Although there are other drug 
courts in the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
the Loudon County court would be the 
first specialized court for adult drug of­
fenders in Circuit Court for a jurisdiction 
in Northern Virginia. 
Statistics indicate that while the rate 
of recidivism for drug offenders punished 
under the traditional criminal system is 
24-66 percent, the rate of recidivism for 
drug offenders who undergo drug court 
programs ranges from 5-19 percent. 
Rapper Master P's brother 
convicted of murdering 16 year-
old 
The brother of rapper Master P, 
\NYVO bears the titiiortmrate artistic name 
of C-Murder, was convicted by a jury of 
beating and then fatally shooting Steve 
Thomas on January 12, 2002, during a 
fight outside the Platinum Club in 
Harvey, Louisiana. 
The defense criticized the fact that 
the prosecution could only produce two 
witnesses who identified C-Murder as the 
aggressor in a club where there where 
over 150 people. 
The prosecution pointed to the nine 
people who produced alibis for C-Mur­
der did not give consistent accounts. 
The charge of second degree mur­
der carries an automatic life sentence. 
No Deadline On DNA Testing 
There has been a growing trend 
where inmates are requesting DNA test­
ing in an effort to prove their innocence. 
A rule that was enacted two years ago 
gave inmates a deadline of October 1, 
2003 to request their DNA testing. A 
Florida court held 4-3 that this rule should 
be suspended pending consideration of 
its constitutionality. Defense lawyers ar­
gued that there was no way for inmates 
to meet this deadline and they should not 
be prohibited from proving their inno­
cence by a deadline. 
Marijuana Smokers Permitted 
To Plea Sickness 
A new Maryland law is permitting 
anyone convicted of possessing mari­
juana to argue they used it for medical 
reasons in order to obtain a lighter sen­
tence. The law is an effort to avoid legal­
izing marijuana but still sympathize with 
those who are suffering form terrible ill­
ness. Defense attorneys are saying that 
marijuana can help many varieties of 
medical problems ranging from sports 
injuries to anorexia. Prosecutors are 
worried that the law lacks language that 
specifies which illnesses are covered and 
how it should be interpreted by judges. 
The traditional fine for mari­
juana possession can be as high as $1000 
with up to a year in jail time. The new 
law has reduced the fine to $ 100 for those 
who can prove that they used the drug 
for medical reasons. 
Montgomery County State's Attor­
ney Douglas F. Gansler said that this law 
sends a message to prosecutors and the 
law enforcement community that their 
resources probably shouldn't be spent on 
cases where people are using marijuana 
for medical reasons. 
Maggie's Law Enacted 
Governer James E. McGreevey of 
New Jersey has recently signed Maggie's 
law, making it illegal to drive while 
drowsy. New Jersey is the first state to 
enact a law of this type. The law is named 
after Maggie McDonnell who was a 20-
year old college student killed in 1997 in 
a head on collision where the other driver 
hadn't slept for 30 hours. 
The law states that any motorist 
who hasn't slept for more than 24 hours 
is a reckless driver and in the event of an 
accident, can be charged with vehicular 
homicide and face up to 10 years in prison 
and a $100,000 fine. 
Gov. McGreevey stated, "In the 
memory of Maggie McDonnell, we are 
closing the legal loophole that allowed 
sleep-deprived drivers to take a life and 
get away with it.'The National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration estimates 
that at least 100,000 crashes and 1,535 
fatalities a year are caused by fatigued 
drivers. 
The Oakland 'Riders' are ac­
quitted. 
Jurors acquitted three former Oak­
land, California, police officers on eight 
counts, and the judge declared a mistrial 
in 27 other charges. 
'The Riders' was a name that a 
group of police officers who worked night 
shifts in the roughest neighborhoods of 
Oakland. The were charged with beat­
ing suspects, wrongfully accusing them 
of crimes, planting drugs and covering it 
all up by falsifying police reports. 
The jury was deliberating since 
May 29, and was "hopelessly dead­
locked" on most of the charges. 
Faculty Considers Joining Discrimination 
Suit Against Department of Defense 
BY ELIZABETH AI.STERN 
StaffWriter 
In response to a letter sent to the 
faculty by Joan Schaffher in late August, 
the faculty decided at their Sept. 5 meet­
ing to consider joining the Forum for 
Academic and Institutional Rights 
(FAIR). The group was proposed late this 
summer to combat the Solomon Amend­
ment, which requires schools to allow 
military recruiters on campus. The com­
mittee report has been submitted to the 
Dean's Office, but has not yet been slated 
for consideration by the faculty. 
The Law School is a member of the 
American Association of Law Schools 
(AALS) and follows the Association's 
bylaws. In 1990, AALS expanded the 
non-discrimination policy to require em­
ployers who recruited on campus to guar­
antee in writing that they do not discrimi­
nate on the basis of race, nationality, re­
ligion, gender, and sexual orientation. 
The "unlawful" qualification is im­
portant, said Shaffner, because "discrimi­
nation on the basis of sexual orientation 
is not prohibited under federal law . . . 
[although] D C. Human Rights Law 
[does prohibit] discrimination [on that 
basis]." This would suggest that while the 
military's "don't ask, don't tell" policy 
might be a violation of D.C. law, it could 
be construed as legal under federal law. 
The 1990 AALS bylaws effectively 
denied military (particularly JAG) re­
cruiters access to Law School recruitment 
because the military discriminates on the 
basis of sexual orientation. The Solomon 
Amendment pressures law schools to 
make an exception for the military. The 
amendment originally kept Department 
of Defense funding from any school that 




prove to be much of 
a threat because law 
schools, in general, 
do not receive much 
military funding. 
Congress expanded 
the law to restrict 
funding not only to 
the law schools 
themselves, but also 
to the universities 
"On the one extreme, the 
government could do 
nothing, and on the other 
they could say, 'You have 
to have the recruiters on 
campus, and shut up 
about it,'" - Professor 
Chip Lupu 
that housed them. This means that in the 
case of GW, the Law School's violation 
of the Solomon Amendment would pe­
nalize the University as a whole. 
After the passing of the Solomon 
Amendment, AALS caved in and allowed 
schools to make exceptions for military 
recruiters. However, schools are still al­
lowed to (and are encouraged to) express 
their dissatisfaction with the military's 
discriminatory policies. 
In response to this pressure, FAIR 
was proposed as an independent organi­
zation that law schools could join with­
out risking federal support to their uni­
versities. The short-term goal of the Fo­
rum is to challenge the Solomon Amend­
ment in court. Several law schools have 
joined FAIR, giving the Forum standing 
to sue, but the members of the group will 
remain anonymous. GW has not joined 
FAIR. Although the organization was 
formed to be a 
plaintiff in a law­
suit, it was intended 




bership in FAIR be­
fore the group in­
corporated on Sept. 
18 and filed suit 
against Donald 
Rumsfeld as the 
Secretary of De­
fense and others. 
The suit was initiated on Sept. 19 in the 
U. S. D istrict Court in New Jersey. 
The suit alleges that the enforce­
ment of the Solomon Amendment repre­
sents unconstitutional restriction on free 
expression. Individual students and other 
organizations representing law students 
and law faculty joined in the suit. 
A faculty committee assigned to 
investigate GW Law's potential involve­
ment with FAIR was assembled and its 
findings submitted for consideration by 
the entire faculty. Professor Thomas 
Morgan, the committee chair, said the 
committee had several goals. First, the 
committee sought to find out if the Law 
School needs permission from the Uni­
versity before joining. 
The faculty's investigative commit­
tee also considered whether the school 
would want to be included in the lawsuit 
and if FAIR'S stated goals and proposed 
activities outside of the suit are something 
the faculty wishes for the school to par­
ticipate in. 
Meanwhile, the lawsuit is moving 
forward. Professor of constitutional law 
Chip Lupu believes that the Solomon 
amendment is not extreme enough for the 
court to overturn. 
"On the one extreme, the govern­
ment could do nothing, and on the other 
they could say, 'You have to have the re­
cruiters on campus, and shut up about 
it,"' he said. Lupu said the government 
is not restricting the free expression of the 
universities but is instead putting behav­
ioral conditions on the schools for accept­
ing government funding. Lupu argued 
this is not enough of a restraint on free 
expression for the court to overturn the 
Solomon Amendment. 
Professor Schechter, who served on 
the faculty committee that investigated 
FAIR, said there is a chance that the court 
will act to overturn the Solomon rule. 
Schechter pointed out that the law firm 
representing FAIR "is a very reputable 
firm, and they wouldn't have filed the suit 
if they didn't feel they had a colorable 
claim - but on the other hand, if it was 
blatantly [unconstitutional], someone else 
would have filed [a similar suit] earlier." 
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Legal Minds Disagree on Manual 
AL WD from page 1. 
the Jessup International Moot Court 
Competition, have also adopted the 
ALWD manual. 
Apart from the Bankruptcy Court 
of Montana, the District Court for the 
District of Montana, and the Command 
ludge Advocate Office on the Kwajalein 
Atoll of the Marshall Islands, only the 
Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals has 
adopted the ALWD manual. 
The Bluebook has traditionally been 
:riticized for undergoing too many 
changes for no purposeful reason because 
it is often revised every five years. As a 
result, lawyers know different versions of 
various rules, having learned from differ­
ent editions. Specifically, critics say that 
the Bluebook changes basic rules instead 
of adding or supplementing rules for new 
sources, fails to maintain and adhere to 
uniform standards, and was too complex. 
"Basically, the Bluebook was writ­
ten by law review editors for law review 
editors and was not created as a manual 
for lawyers to use in practicing law," 
Unumb said. This was one of the primary 
m 
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considerations in implementing the 
change to the LRW sections' citation 
guide. 
"The purpose of the LRW program 
is to train students to become practicing 
lawyers and to write the documents that 
lawyers write - not to write academic ar­
ticles for law reviews," said Unumb. "The 
Bluebook's status as the manual of choice 
for practitioners as well as law review 
editors was largely because there was no 
viable competing manual that was de­
signed for practitioners." 
Unumb added that the ALWD 
manual was created by the Association 
of Legal Writing Directors as a citation 
manual designed for practitioners and 
feels that it makes sense for legal writing 
programs to teach citation from it. 
So far the switch has worked well, 
said Dean's Fellow Rohan Virginkar. 
"From the perspective of a brand-new law 
student, the ALWD manual is much more 
user friendly, and there is something to 
be said for the way it uses tables, charts, 
sidebars, and other graphic ways to show 
legal citation. At the very least, it looks 
more exciting than the Bluebook." 
Other Dean's Fellows wish that the 
LRW program stayed with the Bluebook. 
Some felt frustrated at having to explain 
to lLs that what they are learning is still 
useless in the real world. 
Despite this concern, Unumb noted 
that even the Dean's Fellows who did not 
love the manual have been real troopers 
and embraced the ALWD Manual for the 
sake of their 1L students. As a result, the 
response so far from the 1L class has been 
positive. 
Unumb said they were grasping ci­
tation more quickly than past lLs and 
they also seemed more comfortable in­
dependently finding rules for particular 
situations that have not yet been taught 
to them by the Dean's Fellows. -
Upperclassman, apart from Dean's 
Fellows, have not had much occasion to 
learn the ALWD Manual and probably 
will not for some time because the Moot 
Court and most journals will continue to 
use the Bluebook at least in the foresee­
able future. Upperclassmen who have 
decided on their own to try the ALWD 
Manual have responded positively, ac­
cording to Unumb. 
In support of the change, Unumb 
pointed to the overwhelming support 
from the faculty, the administration, and 
the legal community. Last month, 
Briscoe/A/ofa Bene 
Unumb spoke on GW's switch to the 
ALWD manual to representatives from 
different firms including Akin Gump, 
Covington & Burling, Jones Day, Latham 
& Watkins, Patton Boggs, Piper Rudnick, 
Shaw Pittman, Shook Hardy, Steptoe, 
and Wilmer Cutler. 
Although most of the representa­
tives of these law firms were unaware of 
the ALWD Manual, they were extremely 
receptive to it. "I also had an opportu­
nity to ask a federal judge his thoughts 
about the ALWD Manual and our switch 
to it," said Unumb. "He said he simply 
doesn't care which manual lawyers use, 
as long as their documents include con­
sistent citations that accurately guide the 
reader to the appropriate sources." 
The strongest criticism of the switch 
to the ALWD manual has come from the 
student editors of the journals. For the 
most part, as academic publications, jour­
nals follow the most commonly used aca­
demic guidelines for citations, and most 
of them will continue to use the 
Bluebook. With respect to the writing 
competition, journals will still seek those 
students who will be most capable of par­
ticipating in the publication process, 
which include having already mastered 
the ability to use the Bluebook. 
The lack of enthusiasm from stu­
dent editors of the journals is not surpris­
ing, Unumb said, considering that jour-
Clerkship Changes Planned 
Clerkships from page 1. 
100 people means 21,000 letters that have 
to go out on one day. That's too many." 
Professor Brad Clark, Chairman of 
the Clerkship Committee acknowledges 
that things have not 
gone as well as he had 
hoped. 
"The deadline 
this year had the effect 
of compacting the 
time for sending out 
letters of recommen­
dation. Very few stu­
dents took the 
committee's advice to 
turn in lists of judges 
over the summer." 
One student 
who did take that advice experienced no 
problems. Said Ann O'Connell, 3L Day, 
"I made sure I got all my stuff in on time, 
and I know my stuff went out the week 
of September 2." O'Connell accepted a 
clerkship last week with Judge Frank 
Magill of the 8th Circuit Cout of Appeals 
after interviews with judges on the 9th 
and 7th Circuits. 
Thrasher said that plans are in the 
works to ensure more students have an 
experience like O'Connell's. "We're do­
ing everything we can to get these letters 
out as soon as possible," he said. 
Clark added that the CDO has al­
ready disseminated the tasks to three or 
four people. "My secretary alone has 
probably done about 1000 letters already." 
Clark also said that the Dean's office has 
given extra support to the committee. 
Dean Tom Morrison said that the 
administration was looking for ways to 
streamline the process. "What the CDO 
is getting from the Dean's Office is sup­
port." Morrison also took time to rebut 
one claim. 
"There has never been 21,000 let­
ters backed up." When he last checked 
with the CDO in the middle of last week, 
there were only 25 students backlogged, 
Morrison said. 
In addition to the bottleneck caused 
by the Sept. 2 deadline, computer prob­
lems experienced by White caused sev­
eral delays. White's computer was af­
flicted with a virus that made it difficult 
for her to access her e-mail, the primary 
route through which letters of recommen­
dation were delivered to her. Clark said 
that the computing staff took steps to fix 
"This was not a 
demotion. It was a 
lateral move for her." -
Dean Tom Morrison on 
Lillian White's 
reassignment to the 
secretarial pool. 
the problems, spending an hour and hall 
working on the machine before conclud 
ing it couldn't be fixed. 
Amid these problems, White was 
reassigned to the sec 
retarial pool Sept 
29. According to 
Morrison, White re 
quested the reassign 
ment. "This was not 
a demotion. It wa: 
a lateral move for 
her." Morrison was 
unsure if there 
would be a Clerkship 
Coordinator posi 
tion next year. 
Clark con­
firmed that White made the request and 
that the Dean's office agreed. According 
to Clark no one person will replace her 
for the time being. Three or four career 
counselors have been assigned. 
For students wondering whom to 
contact, Thrasher said he and Sheila 
Driscoll are the point people in the CDO. 
Students with questions or concerns can 
either contact Thrasher at his e-mail or 
write to clerkship@law.gwu.edu. "Any 
students that have concerns should speak 
with me or a member of the committee." 
Clark said there will likely be a num­
ber of changes made to the process be­
fore next year's applications go out. For 
instance, the committee is planning to in 
stitute a mid-July deadline for the submis­
sion of judge lists next summer. 
Students offered advice foT future 
cftanges. "Obviously we should be start-
ing the process before September 2, " sug­
gested Menisky. Two other changes she 
suggested were someone to update the 
judges database, and making professors 
responsible for their own mail merges. 
Menisky acknowledged the student's role 
in the process. "I feel it was partly my 
fault. I didn't know when things were 
due." 
Clark offered two pieces of advice 
for students who fail to obtain a clerk­
ship this fall. First, students should con­
sider reapplying next fall. Judges are be­
ginning to hire clerks with at least a year 
of real-world experience. Second, stu­
dents should keep an eye out for new ap­
pointees to the bench for the rest of the 
year, especially from Jan. to May. 
nal editors work with academic writing 
rather than practitioner documents. 
"I know from my year as editor-in-
chief of my law school journal that the 
citations student editors work with are 
generally quite different and more diffi­
cult than the citations most lLs are us­
ing," Unumb said. 
Unumb suggests that the switch to 
the ALWD Manual would be easier for 
the lLs if the journals would allow stu­
dents to use the ALWD Manual for the 
spring writing competition or if the jour­
nals permitted citation pursuant to either 
manual. 
The Writing Fellows are planning 
to give a workshop before the writing 
competition begins to outline the few sub­
stantive differences between the Bluebook 
and the ALWD Manual. Unumb reiter­
ates that the function of the LRW pro­
gram is to prepare students for practitio­
ner writing and citation, not for academic 
writing and citation, but that the LRW 
program is willing to help make the tran­
sition smoother by offering the workshop. 
Conceived in 1926 as a manual for 
law review editors, the Bluebook is in its 
17th edition and has grown to cover all 
types of legal writing. The ALWD Cita­
tion Manual was conceived in 1997 by 
the Association of Legal Writing Direc­
tors, in response to the continuing failure 
of the Bluebook's student editors to re­
spond-to prior criticisms and suggestions 
of the legal community. It was published 
in March 2000 as a replacement for the 
Bluebook. 
Ultimately, the faculty would like 
to see less emphasis on citation rules and 
more time spent on substantive writing 
concerns. When Professor Unumb dis­
cussed the decision to switch to the 
ALWD at a special luncheon in Novem­
ber 2002, the general consensus within the 
faculty was that the LRW program should 
minimize citation instruction to the ex­
tent possible so as to allow more time for 
teaching writing, analysis, reasoning, and 
research 
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Many Students Support 
Creation of A Dean's List 
GRADES from page 1. 
feels that, with the change in grade curve, 
employers are more likely than ever to be 
confused. For example, students who 
graduate this year with a GPA in the 50 
percent range will appear to have lower 
GPA's than students graduating in two 
years who are equally ranked. 
Dean Gutman feels that there will 
necessarily be students who are negatively 
impacted by the various changes. "When 
you make a change 
you do so for the con-
venience of many," 
said Gutman. "But 
you have to draw the 
line somewhere." 
Renee DeVigne, As­
sociate Dean for Stu­
dent Affairs, feels that 
the current system is 
designed to benefit 
students and put 
them in a more com­
petitive position. She 
stated that GW stu­
dents graduate with a 
solid set of skills, and 
that is what employ­
ers are most im­
pressed by. "Ulti-
mately, you want for 
the transcript to represent the ability to 
be a good attorney," said DeVigne. 
Because the current system does not 
feature a percentile rank, some students 
without scholar designations fear that em­
ployers will have no reference point by 
which to judge their GPA. Awarding 
honors designations on a semester basis 
would allow employers to have a more 
accurate perception of a student's posi­
tive progress without adversely affecting 
the records of other students. Dean 
Gutman noted that the percentile rank­
ing system that was in place a few years 
back proved to be too arbitrary. Some stu­
dents, especially towards the bottom of 
the grid, would be separated by fractions 
of a GPA point but end up in different 
brackets. Dean DeVigne agrees, and 
points out that there will always be some 
students who miss a scholar designation 
or an honors designation by a small 
amount. 
DeVigne stresses that the important 
thing is not whether students can claim 
any awards but whether they are prepared 
to be well-informed attorneys. "You look 
at the success of students, whether in 
clerkships of jobs at law firms, and what 
we know is that GW students are pre­
pared. And employers know that." 
Another concern during last year's 
proposal to change the honors designa­
tions, was that an honor system that hon­
ors everyone loses its meaning. "It's get­
ting to the point where 80 percent of the 
students can put a distinction on their re­
sume," said Schechter. Additionally, it 
was feared that students would manipu­
late their schedule so that they could get 
a scholar designation. "You're going to 
introduce a certain amount of games­
manship," Schechter said. Schechter sug­
gested students might fill a semester with 
a clinic or outside placement position of­
fering ungraded credit along with one or 
two small classes without curves to give 
themselves an inflated GPA that would 
warrant distinction. 
Many felt that, if 
anything, the 
cumulative GPA method 
is counterintuitive. "I 
think the confusion 
comes from the current 
system. Common sense 
would make one think 
that [distinctions] are 
on a semester basis," 
noted Jason Karasik, 2L 
day. 
Professor Butler disagreed, arguing 
that such a scenario reflected problems 
with how credit is given and graded, not 
how students should be honored. "I think 
if students are in the top 35 percent even 
for a semester, they should be honored." 
Dean Transgrud agreed that a semester-
based honors system made sense. "Our 
grading system is extremely front-
loaded," he said. He noted the case of a 
1L student who per-
^i severed through the 
first semester despite 
an illness that is now 
being effectively 
treated. "My guess is 
that she will do much 
better, but her cumu­
lative GPA will al­
ways be affected." 
Transgrud said stu­
dents in those types 
of situations should 
be eligible for honors 
later in their careers 
without being nega­
tively impacted by a 
slow start. 
In response to 
^• the concerns of the 
administration, stu­
dents voiced strong support for the accu­
rate and up-to-date recognition of their 
accomplishments. "It's unfair to penal­
ize students for doing poorly early and to 
not reward students for subsequently do­
ing well," said Dan Nadel, a 2L day stu­
dent. 
Many felt that, if anything, the cu­
mulative GPA method is counterintuitive. 
"I think the confusion comes from the 
current system. Common sense would 
make one think that [distinctions] are on 
a semester basis," noted Jason Karasik, 
2L day. This assumption rests on the fact 
that most undergraduate institutions 
structure their comparable academic rec­
ognition programs, such as Dean's Lists, 
on a semester-specific basis. 
Neither the law school nor the em­
ployers are likely to be bewildered by stu­
dent resumes noting various semesters 
when honors were earned, thought 
Michelle Garcia, a second year in the day 
program. In addition, students may have 
to fist multiple scholar designations even 
under the current system. Those whose 
first semester grades landed them a cov­
eted spot in the top 35%, but whose sec­
ond semester grades elevated them to the 
more elite top 15% will already be mark­
ing these different distinctions on their 
resumes. 
In a recent interview, Professor 
Todd Peterson confirmed that the Cur­
riculum Committee will reconsider the 
plan later in the year: "We are spending 
the first half of the semester looking at 
various class proposals and discussing the 
issue of Friday night classes for the 
evening students." However, the delay 
may disadvantage some students for 
whom any changes may come too late. 
"I want my distinctions before I gradu­
ate," joked a 3L whose graduation in 
May may well precede a change in the 
school's policy. Part truth to every joke, 
this proposal's relegation to the back 
burner could leave many students out in 
the cold. 
Strip Search from page 3 
cacy Clinic are now involved in this se­
ries of 4th amendment claims in District 
Court. 
In a second parallel lawsuit, 
Cunningham is coordinating an effort to 
sue the DC government and the Marshall 
Service for strip-searching all female 
arrestees without cause. "Courts have 
consistently held that you can't do gen­
eral strip-searches, there must be indi­
vidual suspicion," says Cunningham. 
This case also presents 5th amendment 
discrimination problems as male prison­
ers are not subject to automatic strip 
searches. Cunningham believes that these 
searches are conducted out of purely pu­
nitive motivation by officials at the DC 
jail. 
The Public Justice Advocacy Clinic 
is also developing new cases through a 
series of "case meetings." The students 
are currently looking into whether there 
is a colorable claim in challenging DC's 
failure to implement the "Child-find" pro­
gram. Under this program, the DC gov­
ernment receives federal funding for find­
ing kids with disabilities. 
Cunningham says that the clinics 
give the students a great opportunity to 
leam about the law first-hand. "We want 
to expose students to what it's like to put 
together serious and complex litigation," 
says Cunningham. "It's a great learning 
tool. I've had students tell me 'so that's 
what I learned in Civil Procedure.' It's 
also a great service to the community." 
Jeremy Medovoy, a participant in 
the Public Justice Advocacy Clinic, ech­
oes these sentiments and feels that the 
clinics provide a great opportunity for 
students to get involved in real cases. "It's 
great to do practical legal work while still 
in law school. Classes at GW focus on a 
lot of theory. Theory is interesting too, 
but most students will become practitio­
ners, not academics," says Medovoy. 
The Clinical Programs have consis­
tently been some of George Washington 
Law School's most celebrated and 
ground-breaking courses. Carol Izumi, 
Associate Dean for Clinical Affairs and 
Profesor of Clinical Law, feels that the 
clinics programs are "robust" and that the 
cases are "always compelling stories." 
Izumi says that the vast range of services 
and projects that the GW clinics are in­
volved with serve to make up one of the 
largest and most diverse clinical programs 
in the country. 
It is expected that as of January, an 
International Human Rights Law Clinic 
will be added to the nine existing clinics. 
"There are only about a dozen of these 
in the whole country," says Izumi. The 
proposed International Human Rights 
Law Clinic will likely by conducted by 
Professor Arturo Carillo. Carillo cur­
rently teaches International Human 
Rights Lawyering, which is expected to 
be a prerequisite for the new clinic. 
The International Human Rights 
clinic will be kept separate from Profes­
sor Alberto Benitez's Immigration Clinic. 
Izumi says that keeping the two programs 
distinct will follow the model established 
by Columbia and Yale and will avoid 
merging the immigration and interna­
tional human rights fields, as has been 
done at American University. 
"We are continuing to be at the van­
guard with international law clinics," says 
Izumi. Izumi feels that this will comple­
ment the other international law courses 
and opportunities at GW. "The new pro­
gram will fit in beautifully with the Ox­
ford Summer Program and other 
courses." 
Justices, Officials Attend 
Chief Justice of the United States William Rehnquist leaves the 50th Annual 
Red Mass, followed by Avery Cardinal Dulles, S.J. who delive red the homily. 
Tauber/Nofa Bene 
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Immigration Policy 
BY JONATHA N HALL BACKENSTOSE 
Staff Writer 
The Hispanic Law Society spon­
sored the panel discussion "Immigration 
Law: Developments Since 9/11," held on 
Sept. 25. The panelists were GW Profes­
sor Alberto Benitez, GW Visiting Profes­
sor Arturo Carrillo, and Sean Garcia of 
the Latin America Working Group. Each 
panelist spoke on an area of his own in­
terest, but an overall theme quickly 
emerged -- U.S. immigration policies are 
ineffective, harmful, and should be re­
worked. 
Benitez began by introducing 
terms of the art. "Alien," for example, 
refers to any person who is not a U.S. citi­
zen, despite its often derogatory conno­
tation, Benitez noted. Likewise, "out of 
status" refers to any alien within the U.S. 
who does not have authorization to stay. 
Benitez argued that tougher immi­
gration policies did not originate with 9/ 
11 but rather with the World Trade Cen­
ter bombing in 1993. Responsive to the 
bombing and citing a need for better con­
trol of immigrants, Congress passed two 
Acts in 1996. The Antiterrorism & Ef­
fective Death Penalty Act ("AEDPA") 
and the Illegal Immigration Reform and 
Immigrant Responsibility Act ("IIRIRA" 
- pronounced as "ira-ira") expressed a get-
tough attitude "screwing the aliens," said 
Benitez. 
Benitez recalled that many argu­
ments were used in enacting AEDPA and 
IIRIRA such as "these powers are needed 
to pursue terrorists" or "we need to do 
this so that something like this doesn't 
happen again." In his view, 9/11 showed 
that the new powers granted in the 1996 
acts were ineffectual. Yet these same ar­
guments were used in support of the Pa­
triot Act and continue to be used in the 
push for even more legislation. 
Benitez then addressed post-9/11 
changes to the U.S. immigration policies. 
Special Registration ("SR") affects males 
aged 10 to 35 who are from 
specific countries, explained 
Benitez, although many had 
nothing to do with 9/11. 
"We've moved far be­
yond the Axis of Evil to 25 
countries," Benitez said. 
One defect with SR is that, 
had this been in effect before 
9/11, it is likely that the 9/ 
11 hijackers would not have 
complied, continued 
Benitez. "If it fails its pur­
pose, why do we need special 
registration?" 
Benitez also objected to the detain­
ment of thousands of aliens without any 
of the rights afforded to citizens in the 
immediate aftermath of 9/11. Yet despite 
this serious violation of individual rights, 
hundreds of operatives remained free ac­
cording to some experts, commented 
Benitez. 
Benitez noted that every citizen in 
the U.S., except for Native-Americans, is 
descended from, or is themselves, an im­
migrant. There were many aliens from 
some 30 different countries who were 
killed during 9/11 as they performed their 
jobs. Additionally, one of the earliest U.S. 
casualties in the Iraq war, Cpl. Jose 
Garibay, was a Latino non-citizen. De­
spite these sacrifices, some factions in the 
U.S., Benitez observed, have used the 
horrific events of 9/11 to further their 
anti-alien strategies. "The war on terror­
ism has become the war on aliens," he 
concluded. 
Professor Arturo Carrillo spoke 
Prof. Arturo Carrillo 
50th Annual Red Mass 
BY BRANDON BRISCOE 
Editor-in-Chief 
Chief Justice William Rehnquist 
and Associate Justice Antonin Scalia 
joined dozens of other judges and gov­
ernment officials at the 50th annual Red 
Mass at the Cathedral of St. Matthew 
Sunday. The event, sponsored by the John 
Carroll Society, confers the blessings of 
the Holy Spirit on the Supreme Court at 
the beginning of its term. 
Cardinal Theodore McCarrick, 
Archbishop of Washington, celebrated 
the Mass, and Cardinal Avery Dulles, S.J. 
delivered the homily. 
Dulles discussed the relationship 
between law and virtue, and called upon 
judges and government officials to retain 
sight of both. He said the modern day 
republic often passes laws based on the 
interests of a few, rather than the inter­
ests of virtue. This leads to several dan­
gers, he said. 
"In our litigious society, the thirst 
for gain almost eclipses the passion for 
justice." 
In addition to government officials, 
a number of academics in full regalia 
from local law schools participated in the 
event. No GW professors were in atten­
dance. 
A number of GW Law students 
were on hand for the event. "I've never 
sung "America, the Beautiful" in church 
before," said Christina Rodriguez, 2L 
Day, who said she enjoyed the Mass. 
Tauber/A/ofa Bene 
Theodore Cardinal McCarrick, who 
celebrated the mass, talks with the Chief 
Justice following the service. 
Tne event was moved from the 
Bascillica of the Immaculate Conception 
this year to help celebrate the completed 
renovations of St. Matthew's. This ca­
thedral was also the sight of the funeral 
of President John F. Kennedy. 
The Red Mass dates back for cen­
turies. It derives its name from the color 
of the vestments worn by the priests to 
symbolize the Holy Spirit. Likewise, scar­
let robes were worn by royal judges who 
attended the Mass centuries ago. 
In addition to McCarrick and 
Dulles, the Mass was concelebrated by 
other cardinals, bishops, and a host of 
priests and deacons, all clad in red. 
Joked McCarrick, "Washington 
has always been blessed with so many 
great priests and religious — probably be-
cause there are so many lawyers here." 
next, focusing on the ramifications of the 
U. S. d etention practice since 9/11 rela­
tive to U.S. international treaty obliga­
tions. From the start, Carrillo was pas­
sionate in his delivery, arguing this topic 
has not been given proper 
weight by the mass media. 
Carrillo cited two re­
cent government inquiries 
into the abuses of alien de­
tention. The first is a special 
report issued by the Office of 
the Inspector General of the 
Department, of Justice. The 
second is the questioning of 
Attorney General John 
Ashcroft by the U.S. House 
of Representatives Commit­
tee of the Judiciary in early 
June, 2003, to address the problems cited 
in the OIJ report. 
According to the OIG report, at 
least 1200 non-citizen aliens were 
rounded up in the weeks following 9/11. 
This number could be higher, but the Pub­
lic Affairs Office of the DOJ stopped re­
leasing statistics on those detained around 
the 1200 mark. Of the initial 1200, 762 
were retained in custody after initial ques­
tioning by OIG. 
Carrillo noted significant problems 
with the detention procedure imple­
mented by the administration, including 
(1) Lack of notice, 
(2) Denial of access to counsel, 
(3) Frequently no review of 
detainee's retention, 
(4) The procedure to clear took an 
average of 80 days, 
(5) Many placed in maximum se­
curity prisons, 
(6)  Many reported physical and ver­
bal abuse. 
Carrillo was concerned about the 
lack of discussion regarding the legality 
of the detention process vis-a-vis inter­
national law. While other treaties and in­
ternational customs might apply, Carrillo 
touched on two instruments in particu­
lar- the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights ("ICCPR"), to which 
the U.S. is a member with reservations, 
and the American Declaration of the 
Rights and Duties of Man ("ADRDM"). 
Both of these instruments cover the 
obligations of nondiscrimination. 
Carrillo noted that many of these provi­
sions appear to have been violated by the 
post 9/11 detention of the aliens. 
Carrillo also argued that the ICCPR is 
violated by acts visited on aliens in such 
situations where, if the acts were done to 
a citizen, would violate the Fifth, Eighth, 
and/or Fourteenth Amendments. 
Carrillo concluded by asking two 
questions. First, why does investigating 
the possibility of international law viola­
tions by the detentions matter? Because 
it is no t getting the attention it deserves, 
he replied. 
Second, why should the govern­
ment care? Because of reputation, he 
argued. Violations confirm and perpetu­
ate the view that the United States is ready 
to ignore international law when it con­
flicts with the government's wishes. Fur­
ther, continuing violation of human 
rights undermines U.S. authority to criti­
cize other nations for human rights 
abuses. 
Garcia followed, noting that what 
was previously an anti-migrant agenda 
has been co-opted into the anti-terrorist 
agenda. The unfortunate result, he cau­
tioned, is increasing rhetoric that mi­
grants are terrorists. 
Garcia said that in the eariy 1990s, 
1 to 1.5 million illegal migrants were de­
tained each year. These detentions were 
mainly concentrated in urban areas such 
as Tijuana and El Paso. This was per­
ceived as a problem, he said, prompting 
the creation of the Southwest Border Ini­
tiative ("SBI"), which is still in effect. The 
goal of the SBI is to get total control of 
the urban border areas, he explained, in­
cluding the use of fences, motion detec­
tors, 24 hour patrols, and cameras. 
The SBI has decreased the number 
of alien attempts to cross the border in 
urban areas, said Garcia, resulting in an 
increasing relaxation of pressure on anti-
migrant policies. But Garcia pointed out 
that the migrants have simply shifted from 
attempting to cross in the urban areas to 
crossing in the rural areas. As a result, 
he explained, we have seen more than 
2200 deaths since 1994 due to exposure 
in extreme temperature shifts, getting lost, 
drowning in rivers or flashfloods. 
Further, despite the SBI, experts 
expect that 1.3 million migrants will be 
detained in 2003, not a significant differ­
ence from the eariy 1990s. In actuality, 
he continued, the significant variations 
in border crossings are usually linked with 
economics. 
Overall, SBI is not working, said 
Garcia, as evidenced by the number of 
detainees per year remaining significantly 
above 1 million. Yet the SBI continues 
to be a major drain on resources, already 
having cost hundreds of millions of dol­
lars. The General Accounting Office is­
sued a study in 2001 that confirmed that 
the SBI is not working as planned, but 
this has been ignored by the administra­
tion, he explained. 
Since 9/11, the dynamic has 
changed, said Garcia. Immigrants are 
again a huge focus, and 50 percent of il­
legal immigrants come through the 
Southwest border region. Despite this, 
not one terrorist has been detained while 
crossing the Southwest border. Neverthe­
less, the Department of Homeland Secu­
rity has rhetorically equated illegal immi­
grants with terrorists, with the result that 
the budget for the SBI has more than 
doubled. At one point, he noted, a 260 
mile wall was even proposed for Arizona, 
but this was withdrawn after vigorous 
protest in Arizona and D.C. A revised 
plan is expected soon, he remarked. 
The SBI has had several adverse ef­
fects without reducing the numbers of at­
tempted border crossings, Garcia said. 
Responsive to the increased diffi­
culty and uncertainty of crossing, he con­
tinued, there has developed increasing de­
mand for migrant smugglers, known as 
"coyotes." Before the SBI, migrant smug­
glers were usually mom-and-pop-type or­
ganizations, smuggling a few people at a 
time. Now, we see more sophisticated or­
ganizations developing, he said. 
When asked by a student what he 
thinks would solve the southwest border 
problems, Garcia recommended reforma­
tion of U.S. immigration policy by stop­
ping spending on the SBI, making mi­
grant visas available for the Mexican mi­
grant workers, and better recognition of 
Mexican-issued consular cards, 
matriculas consulares. These reforms 
would benefit everyone, reducing the cost 
to the U.S. taxpayer, reducing border 
deaths by channeling migrants through 
legal ports of entry, reducing or eliminat­
ing the existance of the coyotes which 
could theoretically be used to bring in ter­
rorists, he explained. 
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It's Good to Be a 3L 
Free Time of Third Year Demands New 
Hobbies 
L aw school is what you 'make of it. 
The more you study, the 
more likely you'll do bet­
ter. You can become ac­
tive on campus and be­
friend lots of people, or 
you can just attend class 
and go home when 
you're done studying. 
Most importantly, 
you work as hard as you 
can (which ironically 
might not be your hard­
est) so that you do not 
have to do any work your 
third year. 
In high school, college, and now law 
school, I have discovered that my final 
year in these institutions were my favor­
ite because life seemed simpler than be­
fore. 
Class is not some insurmountable 
obstacle. Exams don't faze me anymore. 
I have yet to study at night. And enjoy­
ing life has moved even higher on my pri­
ority list. 
But don't get me wrong, this is the 
first semester of law school that I have 
actually kept up with the reading - and 
even gotten ahead - in my classes. 
What does this all mean? Basically, 
I have a lot of free time on my hands. 
Consequently, I have needed to do some­
thing to occupy this void. This year I have 
taken up some new "hobbies." What are 
they? I thought you'd never ask.... 
I live by myself in a studio apart­
ment. Okay, take a minute to crack about 
five jokes. Done? I'm sure they were 
good. Anyhow, talking to oneself for 
hours on end can be rather boring, so I 
have decided to talk to other people. But 
not just to anybody. 
I hate calling people "just to talk." 
I wait for them to call me. Unfortunately, 
I'm not the most popular guy, so the only 
people who want to call me all have 1-
800 numbers and want to give me either 
a great deal on long distance service or 
money to pay off my debt. I figure that 
if they want to call and talk to me, then 
the least I could do was give them the 
courtesy of a conversation. 
I must admit, however, that I do not 
care to have long distance service, and 
I'm not comfortable with taking money 
from a stranger. Therefore, I would rather 
just talk to them about other things go­
ing on in our lives and the world. Take 
for instance my conversation with 
Thelma from some phone company: 
Thelma: Good evening, Mrs. Bap­
tist. 
Me: Uh, there is no Mrs. Baptist, 
but you can talk to me 
Thelma: Great. How would like 
to save up to $50 a month on long dis­
tance service? 
Me: I guess that would be nice. I 
don't really call many people long dis­
tance. Do you? 
Thelma: Me? I don't know. Yeah, 
I use long distance all the time. 
Me: Do you live around the D.C. 
area? 
Thelma. Yes, but that's not impor­
tant. I want to get you excited about this 
offer. 




Well, why don't you give 
me your number and 
maybe we can go out for a 
drink one night? 
Thelma: Sir, I don't 
think I can do that. 
Me: Madam, I'm a 
very lonely man. Please 
give me your number. I 
could show you my long 
distance! 
Dial tone. 
There are other 
strange phone calls that I 
have received since living 
out here. Apparently, my 
phone number is one digit 
away from D.C.'s prime 
drug dealer. It's kind of disturbing to get 
random calls at 3 a.m. by people who 
make as much sense as a pogo stick (re­
ally, you can't go anywhere with that stu­
pid contraption). 
In all honesty, I don't know if the 
callers want drugs, but my friends said 
that I'm an idiot to think otherwise. I 
just like to think that I give people the 
benefit of the doubt. I'll let you be the 
judge. Take for instance my conversation 
with T-Money (I kid you not): 
T-Money: Hey, Deon, it's T-
Money. 
Me (a.k.a. Deon - apparently): Um, 
Ms. T-Money, this is not Deon. I'm Erik. 
Nice to talk to you. 
T-Money: Deon, don't play. 
Whatcha got? 
Me: Seriously, I'm Erik. Deon is 
not here. What I do I have? About four 
more hours of sleep! 
T-Money: Whatcha got? I need 
something.... 
Me (giving up): You know what I 
got. 
T-Money: Deon, you be tripping. 
Whatcha got? 
Me (worrying I'm being entrapped by 
the gpvernment): You know. 
T-Money: You tripping, Deon. I'm 
outta here. 
Me: Goodnight, Ms. T-Money. 
What do you think? Is T-Money 
just a crazy investor and Deon her stock­
broker? Are they in the fishing business, 
and T-Money wanted to know what 
Deon's earlier catches were? Or is this 
the unthinkable relationship of a drug 
dealer and buyer? Well, I don't know. 
And I don't want to know. Ignorance is 
bliss. 
These are just a few ways I like to 
entertain myself at home. Please, no 
jokes. You can try them at home your­
self. The best part is that you do not have 
to worry about the legality of the "Do 
Not Call List." 
In fact, I might start a "Please Call 
List." That way, lonely people like me 
have others to talk to for free (those 1-
900 numbers can be awfully expensive). 
But I think telemarketers have de­
vised their own list of sketchy people to 
avoid. And I guarantee I know who is 
on the top of their list: Joel Trachtenberg 
(see G.W. President). But I'll be right be­
low him. 
Erik Baptist is the Nota Bene's Features 
Editor. He can be reached at 
ebaptist@law.gwu. edu 
Relieve a Little Stress 
- If You Dare 
Well, it's finally here: 
October, cool weather, 
and stressl Looking 
around this school, I see 
fewer smiling faces, 
more hurried paces 
through the halls, and 
exhaustion creeping into 
the eyes of my class­
mates. 
Job interviews are 
winding down, and many of us now have 
to simply wait to hear of our fates. First-
year students are getting into writing 
memos. Most importantly, with fewer 
outdoor distractions, many of us are set­
tling in to the realization that our semes­
ter is nearing the halfway point, and we've 
barely begun to really internalize anything 
we've been taught since August. 
So how are we all to cope with our 
stress? Some of us 
drink. Some of us 
drink heavily. 
While, medically, I 
can't say that drink­
ing is a good way to 
relax, as it some­
times tends to lead 
to dangerous behav­
ior, I can see the 
merits of some so­
cial lubrication and 




do not cope with 
their stress. Advice 
foryoulLs: this is 
bad. No one is so 
strong and tough 
and intelligent that 
they can get 
through a fall semester without a little R 
& R. I've seen people freak out. And 
I'm not talking about typical outward 
freak outs. I'm talking about nutty little 
obsessions with random things, like catch­
ing the exact same Metro train every 
morning, and severe tantrums when these 
targets of obsession are threatened by, 
let's say, a guy who keeps putting his 
Metro card in backward and can't seem 
to get why it isn't accepted. Don't be that 
person. 
There are many, more suitable, 
ways to relieve the stress of the fell se­
mester of law school. Some people exer­
cise regularly. They get into a set sched­
ule and religiously go to the gym at fixed 
times everyday and sweat out all of the 
anger, fear, and doubt that they're feel­
ing. I truly wish I was one of these people 
- not because of a desire to relieve stress, 
but because it'd really help me get back 
into shape. 
Another great way to relieve stress 
is through football: not necessarily play­
ing football, though that would fit well 
into the exercise method, but rather ob­
sessing over and constantly watching 
football. The NCAA or the NFL -
through the TV or participating in fan­
tasy leagues - this activity is the one ex­
ception to the "stress obsessions are bad" 
rule. The reason for this exception is that 
when you throw your tantrums over foot­
ball games or losing your star fantasy 
CHRIS MCCLINTOCK 
My Mens Rea 




method of stress relief is 
one that I don't recom­
mend to anyone. Ever. 
What I do is run myself 
ragged with school, work, 
and everything in be­
tween, and then, when I 
finally collapse at night I 
have nightmares. Horrible 
nightmares. 
Just last night, I had a dream that I 
was walking through a house that was 
midway through construction, and a 
woman in a bathrobe came up to me and 
began yelling at me that I had cheated 
her by not helping her fake a murder. I 
could hardly be apologetic to her, since 
faking murders isn't something I normally 
do, but maybe I should have said some­
thing to calm her 
down, because she 
then told me it was 
too late, and, hand­
ing me a hammer, 
informed me that I 
would just have to 
kill her. 
Now, I'm not 
really the killing 
type, as most of 
you know, so I 
didn't really jump 
at the chance to kill 
this raving psycho. 
This was another 
poor reaction, 
however, because 
she snatched the 
hammer from my 
hands and began 
chasing me all over 
the house swinging 
it at me, claw-side first, telling me that if 
I didn't kill her she'd kill me. 
I know what you're thinking. 
You're thinking I need serious psycho­
therapy. I used to think so, too, when 1 
was young and hid from the "shadow 
people" and got chased by a creature that 
tore up pavement as it stomped after me. 
But I was wrong then and you're wrong 
now, because when I wake up in the 
morning after dreams like this, I feel 
somehow relieved and stress-free. I usu­
ally have to make up the night's sleep the 
next day, but it seems worthwhile. 
I don't quite know how my night­
mare method of stress works, but why 
should I ask? It does work, and I haven't 
yet started seeing any of these terrible 
things in my waking hours. 
So, I say go out there and find your 
method of stress relief - be it exercise, a 
bottle of gin, or night terrors. Because, 
in the end, three miles on the elliptical 
machine, dreaming of a homicidal owner 
of a day care center (who looks like Chris­
topher Walken) brandishing a samurai 
sword at a little girl, or seeing the Giants 
win one against the Cowboys can help 
us all deal with the pressures of work and 
class and brighten up the atmosphere of 
our law school. 
Chris McClintock is the Nota Bene 
Opinions Editor. He can be reached at 
cmmclintock@law.gwu. edu 
Now, I'm not really the 
killing type, as most of you 
know, so I didn't really 
jump at the chance to kill 
this raving psycho. This 
was another poor reaction, 
however, because she 
snatched the hammer 
from my hands and began 
chasing me all over the 
house swinging it at me, 
claw-side first, telling me 
that if I d idn't kill her 
she'd kill me. 




Feel like swanking it up a bit? Tired of dark, smoky bars crowded with hot sweaty 
bodies vying for the 
bartenders' attention? 
No? Me either, but a 
little change can do us 
all a good, and that's 
just what you'll find at 
La Tomate. Although people think of La 
Tomate as only a restaurant (and a fine 
one at that), most people either don't re­
alize or think about the fact that it has a 
great bar with food 




As D.C. is a 
land of bars with 
dreadful atmo­
spheres, La Tomate 
is a diamond in the 
ruff. The bar area is 
brightly lit with natu­
ral light that comes 
in through large win­
dows facing Con­
necticut Avenue on 
one side of the bar 
and facing the out­
door dining area on 
the other. While brightly lit is not typi­
cally my favorite forum for imbibing, 
Tomate pulls it off with dignity (i.e., you 
don't feel like your sitting at Denny's). 
At just the right time in the after­
noon, it can be near magical to sip a mar­
tini and just watch how the sunlight 
dances around the brightly-colored glass 
liquor bottles arrayed behind the bar. 
With a piano player caressing the ivories 
in the evening, La Tomate is a nice place 
to take a date or to catch up with an old 
acquaintance. The beauty of La Tomate 
is that it maintains the class of a four-
star hotel bar without that antiseptic, 
TROY D. BYERS 
The Bar Review 
stodgy atmosphere. 
Their fully-stocked bar has all the 
requisite premium liquors, both foreign 
and domestic, for 
which one could rea­
sonably ask. The 
wine selection is 
unsurpassable, main­
taining a nice selec­
tion of reds and whites at reasonable res­
taurant prices. Though they don't have 
any beer on draft, Tomate does have a 
limited selection of decent bottled beers. 
Although this is a 
bar review and not 
a restaurant re­
view, it would be a 
grave transgres­
sion to not men­
tion Tomate's 
food. With that 
qualified, I'll sim­
ply state that out­
side of Italy and 
New York City, 
you would be hard 
pressed indeed to 
find better Italian. 
L a 
Tomate's is every­
thing good in bars 
rolled into one. 
The staff treats the clientele with respect 
without being patronizing. And while 
most of the clientele arrive "dressed to 
the nines," I've never felt any less wel­
come showing up in jeans and a T-shirt. 
I've thought long and hard about what 
could be better about La Tomate but have 
failed to find a flaw. Do not miss this 
gem of an establishment. 
Located at 1701 Connecticut Av­
enue N.W., just north of Dupont Circle, 
the best way there is to catch the Red Line 
metro to Dupont Circle, take the North 
exit, and continue walking north just a 
few blocks. 
Their fully-stocked bar 
has all the requisite 
premium liquors, both 
foreign and domestic, for 
which one could 
reasonably ask. The wine 
selection is unsurpassable, 
maintaining a nice 
selection of reds and 
whites at reasonable 
restaurant prices. 
Interested in Writing for the next 
edition of the Nota Bene.7 
The Nota Bene looking for 
submissions, including news 
articles, op-ed pieces and letters to 
the editor. 
tr 
No Experience Necessary; lLs 
Welcome 
If interested, send an e-mail to 
notabene@law.gwu.edu 
100% Fun 'Concentrate/ 
Just Add Water 
BY FRANK LAT TUCA 
Staff Writer 
Do you remember way back when you used to do things just because they 
were fun, and not because it would look 
great on your resume? Well, despite 
popular myth, not only can you still do 
that kind of stuff in law school, some 
people actually are. 
Concentrate is a garage style rock 
band, made up of a quartet of GW Law's 
best and brightest who absolutely refuse 
to take themselves too seriously at all. 
Darren Soto, Rohan Virginkar, Steve 
Soltanzadeh, and Andy Manoff comprise 
a rock band, which while maybe not of 
epic proportions, are a complete blast to 
watch. 
The band members describe them­
selves as "a spastic mess of coffee house 
acoustic, surf-rock and indie/alt" (I was 
thinking of some happy cross between the 
Pixies and the Dead Milkmen myself), but 
perhaps the song "Synergy Pill" does the 
best job of summing the band up. 
"We've come to instill a little fun in 
everyone cause you gotta have fun. We 
are not afraid of looking dumb for every­
one in the name of fun," sings Soto. 
And brother, they ain't kidding. If 
the onstage jumping up and down, giant 
sombrero, and purposefully scratchy fal­
setto doesn't make you laugh, the over 
the top lyrics will. 
While the band does play a few cov­
ers such as 'Hey Joe' (the Billy Roberts 
song made famous by Jimi Hendrix) and 
'Where is my Mind' by the Pixies (you 
may know it as the song at the end of 
'Fight Club'), their bread and butter is 
their original tunes. 
In a set played at the GW Hippo­
drome last Friday night, the songs they 
performed included Metroliner (an ode 
to everyone's favorite Orange Line), 
Barfly(about a gal at a Bar) Dishwasher 
Pete(a Fan favorite), and Lucky(A song 
about a very desperate man at Bar Re­
view, with an excellent use of everyone's 
favorite expletive in the chorus). 
The band has a few shows coming 
up 'to be announced' at Staccato and Iota 
in Arlington, and currently has four live 
songs available for download off Kazaa 
(and its not even illegal or anything!). In 
the next few weeks the band hopes to 
completely finish some recording they 
have been working on, and have a full 
album's worth of music available for 
download. 
Name That Case 
lL-Don't you 'domicile' me 
Mr. 
"An American woman is not 
deemed to have lost her United States citi­
zenship solely by reason of her marriage 
to an alien. Similarly, we conclude that 
for diversity purposes a woman does not 
have her domicile or State citizenship 
changed solely be reason of her marriage 
to an alien." 
Hint: The Cajun peeping Tom. 
2L- The wild card consider­
ation. 
"It appears that William E Story Sr., 
was the uncle of William E. Story, 2d; 
that at the celebration of the golden wed­
ding of Samuel Story and wife, father and 
mother of William E. Story Sr., on the 
20th day of March, 1869, in the presence 
of the family and invited guests he prom­
ised his nephew that if he would refrain 
from drinking, using tobacco, swearing 
and playing cards or billiards for money 
until he became twenty-one years of age 
he would pay him a sum of $5000." 
Hint: M.C. HA R 
3L- Precedent that will 'live 
in infamy'. 
"Like curfew, exclusion of those of 
Japanese origin was deemed necessary 
because of the presence of an unascer­
tained number of disloyal members of the 
group, most of whom we have no doubt 
were loyal to this country. It was because 
we could not reject the finding of the 
military authorities that it was impossible 
to bring about an immediate segregation 
of disloyal from loyal that we sustained 
the validity of the curfew order as apply­
ing to the whole group." 
Hint: Involuntary internship. 
L.L.M.- How did you like 
Henry Millers new book, 
Rabelaisian Tropic of Cancer? 
" 'Cancer' is not a book. It is a cess­
pool, an open sewer, a pit of putrefac­
tion, a slimy gathering of all that is rot­
ten in the debris of human depravity. And 
in the center of all this waste and stench, 
besmearing himself with its foulest defile­
ment, splashes, leaps, cavorts and wallows 
a bifurcated specimen that responds to the 
name of Henry Miller. One wonders how 
the human species could have produced 
so lecherous, blasphemous, disgusting 
and amoral a human being as Henry 
Miler." 
Hint: Lawyer in Eichmann trial and 
architect of Columbus Day. 
Answer on page 16 
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Bookin' fo' Nub in All da 
Wrong Places?* 
I t seems my single (straight, fe male) friends never tire of the - g r i p e  
"where do I meet 
men?" We've done 
the bar scene, the sec­
tion (or law school) 
scene, the frat scene; 
hell, some of us have 
even actually tried to 
make Safeway social. 
Our search is 
not without vast ef­
fort: there's the buy­
ing of cute clothes and 
keeping them pressed, 
the hours slaving at the gym, the 
begrudgment of calories, and the hair and 
make up pre-school prep time that means 
less sleep. (If you've seen me lately, you 
know pretty much none of that applies 
to me...it's been a rough semester.) 
To make matters worse, it seems 
that our efforts simply aren't matched by 
the opposing team. Girls almost always 
want relationships, so, virtually the 
minute a guy decides he's ready to settle 
down, someone special falls in his lap. 
Well, maybe not quite. There is 
something else, which I've ignored thus 
far. The truth of 
SARAH HEN SLEY 
Sexless In The City 
the matter is that 
we're all in law 
school and we're 
all busy. We can 
barely make time 
for the friends we 
have never mind 
making time to 
meet new ones. I 
actually had to re­
schedule a lunch 
twice this semester 
just to see a good 
friend of mine and 
she's a fellow stu-
dent. 
So what are w e supposed to do if 
we want to meet Mr. Right? (Note that 
Mr. Right Now can be found in any of 
the above mentioned places on virtually 
any night of the week, but especially 
Thursdays.) Recently I've discovered an 
answer. It's called Friendster©. And it's 
my new favorite thing. 
Friendster is basically a glorified six 
degrees of separation. The idea is that 
you meet people that are friends of your 
friends or friends of their friends so some­
one can vouch for them (literally—you 
can write testimonials). 
This may sound limited, but once 
you have a few friends, you can be con­
nected to hundreds of thousands of 
people. I'd been hearing about Friendster 
for months now, so when I was invited to 
join by an old college pal a few weeks ago, 
I finally gave in. 
I think Friendster amuses me so 
much because of its complete random­
ness. For example, the first or second time 
I surfed profiles, I came across 4 old sec­
tion-mates. 
The other day, I came across this 
guy I dated in high school who has long 
lived in my memory as the most perfect 
man ever. Imagine my surprise when I 
realized I was connected to him (dis­
tantly) through a law school friend (shout 
out to G.C.!) and that he's now seeking 
men to date. Yeah, my taste is impec­
cable. 
There's one more thing that makes 
So am I claiming that 
Friendster (or Lavalife or 
Hot-or-Not) will provide the 
ultimate solution to the 
quintessential question of 
locating your soul mate? 
No. Truth be told (again), I 
don't really condone 
meeting guys on the 
internet. 
Friendster stand out: it's not just a dating 
site; people can list themselves under "just 
here to help" instead 
of "desperately seek­
ing love of my life." 
Thus, the site al­
lows you to keep up 
with old friends and 
finally place some 
faces to the names of 
the new people in their 
lives. You can even 
keep up with law 
school alums by add­
ing GW Law as your 
friend. Additionally, 
you can suggest matches for your friends. 
That way they'll stop asking you where 
to meet guys. 
So am I claiming that Friendster (or 
Lavalife or Hot-or-Not) will provide the 
ultimate solution to the quintessential 
question of locating your soul mate? No. 
Truth be told (again), I don't really con­
done meeting guys on the internet. Al­
though virtually everyone is online now, 
and half those people have at least surfed 
one dating site or another, there's still that 
chance that you'll meet Mr. Creepy. 
Of course that risk can be miti-
gated; only the 
truly idiotic or re­
ally drunk give 
away vital infor­
mation like digits 
and addresses | 
without at least 
getting to know 
someone a little 




Pops and I met on 
the world wide 
web" sounds only 
a little less desper­
ate than "I got so old and unwanted that 
I had to place a personal ad." 
The time factor remains as well. 
While browsing profiles doesn't cost 
money, doesn't force you to be dressed 
up, and doesn't require you bribing your 
friends to go to yet another bar, it does 
cost you the minutes or hours it takes to 
read through them all. 
Even if you don't actively look, you 
still have to take the time to create a witty 
profile that makes people want to write 
to you. Of course, you then risk Mr. Not 
My Type At All writing and I don't know 
the proper etiquette of telling someone 
you're really not interested, though I'm 
pretty damn sure that silence, in this 
arena, is an admission. 
So, I remain cynical about finding 
i-Love. But I do know that it sure is funny 
to read what my classmates are seeking 
in the ideal woman. 
*From my favorite Eddie Murphy 
SNL sketch, "Buckwheat Sings!" 
Disclaimer: For the record, I know 
that Lexus is the car and Lexis is the re­
search site and Banzhaf is spelled with 
one not two fs. 
My favorite English teacher said 
spelling is not a sign of intelligence. In 
my case, I think it's a sure sign of sleep 
deprivation. 
Sarah Hensley is a 2L from Salem, 
Mass. Reach her with comments at 
shensley@law.gwu. edu. 
What Are Your Headphones 
Playing? 
BY PETER BROM AGHIM 
Music Critic 
Headphones, headphones, everywhere. Glancing around our spankin'-new 
first-floor lounge areas or the dingy old 
library, it seems that if you aren't in a con­
versation, your ears are most likely 
plugged in, either to a laptop, CD player, 
or one of those cool new iPods. So what 
exactly is everybody listening to? 
Here's hoping that it's music, be­
cause I'd be at a distinct disadvantage if 
everyone were listening to Tony Robbins 
to get them all 
psyched up for the 
daily law school 
grind. While I'm 
not putting motiva­
tional speakers on 
tape past anyone, 
I'll take as a given 
that each of you is 
usually reveling in 
your own little mu­
sical world, and 
your tastes are prob­
ably as questionable 
as an eight o'clock 
three days a week. 
I understand 
Actually, my big beef with 
Jack Johnson is that his 
one and probably only hit 
i(Flake" (no pun intended) 
is another in a long string 
of pop songs to blatantly 
rip off the chord 
progression from 
Pachelbel's (<Canon in D" 
for the chorus. 
that music is kind of a personal thing, but 
because of that, it says more about 
people's personalities than their shifty 
eyes or their comfortable shoes. Music 
taste to me is one of those first-date top­
ics that can make it or break it in seconds 
flat. So, in honor of all the conversations 
that I've never had with people who were 
listening to their headphones (I'm as 
guilty as anyone, by the way), I just want 
to make a few observations. 
To the rap listener. How can you 
study to that? Isn't it designed for house 
parties and souped-up Accords, and not 
your cheap headphones? If you really 
wanted to do it up right in the library, 
you should come in with some serious 
studio phones, and keep that one hand 
on your ear and work the ol' head-nod so 
everyone would know that you still had 
love for the streets even though you're in 
law school. Yeah, I know, you'd need one 
of those adapters for those, but lug them 
around and you would have my respect. 
I do, however, have plenty of respect 
for your ability to keep all the rappers 
straight these days. Party scene—check. 
Retro jerseys—check. Ice—check. Big-
booty girl dancing way too close to cam­
era—check. Great video guys, that's a 
wrap. 
To the techno listener. How can you 
study to that? Isn't that computer-blip 
stuff only good on sketchy hallucinogens? 
I hate to break it to you, but I'm starting 
to think that the glowsticks have dimmed 
on the rave scene for the last time, my 
friend. No one wants to pass the damn 
"energy ball" anymore. 
I know that when you studied 
abroad you went to all of the coolest 
clubs. So did I and so did everyone else. 
Let it go. There just aren't the legal jobs 
in Miami that there used to be, either. 
Techno seems to be following in the foot­
steps of its older brother Disco, which 
means it will soon be horribly unhip, then 
non-existent, only to briefly return with 
abandon, due in large part to retro mov­
ies. 
Finally, everyone will wake up and 
realize why most of it should have on 8-
track format only, or in the future case of 
techno, the outdated compact disc. 
To the classical listener. How can you 
study to that? Is that a new release? Do 
you know that composer's first name? 
Actually, I think my current roommate 
did the bulk of his studying in undergrad 
by listening to the Braveheart score. I'm 
sure in his self-righteous delusions he was 
taking on the world in Introduction to 
Economics. But didn't William Wallace's 
head end up on a stake? Enjoy. 
To the Dave Matthews/John Mayer/ 
Jack Johnson listener. How can you study 
to that? It's easy, actually, it's the most 
ordinary music go­
ing. They should 
just pump this stuff 
into stores at the 
mall. What's that? 
Well, I'm not a big 
mall guy. Anyway, 
you could get the 
same effect in 
school if you all 
unplugged your 
headphones and hit 
play at once. 
I think my fa­
vorite thing about 
Dave Matthews is 
how many couples 
have crowned "Crash" or "Crush" or 
whatever song as "their song." What are 
the chances that you would have hooked 
up to one of these overplayed ditties at 
some point? About as likely as Matthews' 
success on RCA having an effect on 
Mayer's signing with Columbia and 
Johnson's with Universal. 
Actually, my big beef with Jack 
Johnson is that his one and probably only 
hit "Flake" (no pun intended) is another 
in a long string of pop songs to blatantly 
rip off the chord progression from 
Pachelbel's "Canon in D" for the chorus. 
In a stroke of pure coincidence, scientific 
research has shown Pachelbel's "Canon" 
to be the most pleasing melody to the ear. 
I mean, they play it at weddings to make 
you think it'll all work out. 
Seriously, don't think about why 
pop stars are pop stars as much as I do. 
The more you figure out, the more dis­
turbing it gets. 
To the person who has just shut his or 
her headphones off to catch a listen to the awful 
conversation going on next to you, for sheer 
humor value: You're in good company; 
I'm doing that right now too. It's a riot. 
Peter Bromag him is the Nota Bene's 
music critic. Reach him at 
pbromaghim@la w.gwu. edu. 
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know squat. It's not 
like being a fresh­
man in high school, 
crammed into lock­
ers, punched in the 
arm if you didn't 





could be the one 
the committee 
1L asks, "Please Hire Me." 
The announcement called to got a check plus on your first BLR [Basic me, almost like the burning Legal Research] Assignment." bush called to Moses, but Just what Turley wants: a guy who 
without the burning or the thunderous was able to get 10 out of 12 on his anno-
voice of God. Nevertheless, I felt the tations. As lLs, we're currently finish-
calling. ing our first memo. If the defense is rely-
"Professor Turley seeks Litigation ing heavily on memos, I may be alright. 
Team Volunteers: In fact, I can let 
Professor Jonathan ERIK KOESTER Professor Turley 
Turley is assem- , . know that my ad-
bling a team of 4-5 Badgering the Witness junct professor in 
students to work on Legal Writing 
the upcoming trial of Dr. Tom Butler. Dr. told me that I missed the point in defin-
Butler was involved in an international ing the elements of the rule, BUT I was 
controversy over the loss of 30 vials of not alone in that mistake. I can also tell 
bubonic plague. Students will be work- him that it took me less than three hours 
ing on pre-trial motions and trial prepa- to find a treatise - which may not mean 
ration." much except that some took three hours 
Wow, I thought. Could that be me? to realize that the library even had a base-
I might be the crucial team member ment. 
Turley needs. I remember how impor- So, I'm probably not going to wow 
tant Kevin Pollack's character was in 'A him with my legal skills. I'll use a little 
Few Good Men' ("Make sure you wear misdirection to look at hobbies on my re-
the whites down there, it gets hot in sume. I list "Avid Rock Climber" and 
Cuba."). I think I could be that guy - "Conversational Spanish" as two hobbies, 
anything is possible Perhaps avid is a bit much to describe a 
As quickly as I had begun to ask guy who has twice fallen off the auto-
Jack Nicholson if he wanted the truth, I mated climbing walls at the gym. I did, 
came to grips with reality. however, take six years of Spanish, but 
I am a 1L. while testing out 
There's noth- my command of 
ing wrong with be- It'S the ldW th ing that gives the language in 
ing a 1L, but the me fijs. I'm over a month Spain, I told the 
fact is we don't . r . „ , , . store clerk that my 
in, and I just keep hoping credit card was de-
that I know who are the 
plaintiffs and defendants 
in the cases I just briefed. 
And if I was wrong in the 
team, and being procedural process, please looks at and asks, 
n i c k n a m e d  don't let my picture stand "Did Professor 
'Squeeky' by the up- m ,he "seati chart,» Schechter submit 
perclassmen. Not # # this one as a joke, 
that it happened to I II  t t t y  S l t UCl t t O t l y  I  S t i l l  Very funny Roger! 
me, but I do thank haven't gotten my arms 1 Pursed that 
God my voice fi- , ,, thought. I just 
nally dropped (so OTOUnd the reason ! couid help 
does my Mom who International Shoe fits in the case. 
whyayS,hrneuesT,c within the framework of, v e ^aus"d ai, 
waistband on my Pennoyer. Hell, I'm not of the possibilities 
underwear was even sure what the word out there- I m un~ 
ripped...). Like „ knowledgeable 
freshman year, be- ^^qUOSl^^Ven^neaJl^ ? (spell check again); 
ing a 1L is just, ^— I lack any relevant 
well, humbling. legal experience; we've just now covered 
We walk around and look unknowl- annotated outlines in class; and I don't 
edgeable (see, I even had to use spell check even have interesting hobbies. So I de-
to spell unknowledgeable). Maybe some cided to call my Mom. 
of us have worked in law firms, but not "Mom, do you have any advice for 
me. I wasn't pre-law or a political sci- getting on the defense team for man ac-
ence major in college. I admit to reading cused of smuggling the bubonic plague?" 
several Grisham novels, but even I know "Do you know anything about be-
the likelihood of my being in a firm that ing a lawyer?" she asked, 
is laundering drug money while defend- "No," I replied, 
ing a death row case is slim to none. And "Do you know anything about the 
the only time I've ever been in a court- plague?" 
room was in Cub Scouts just to get a merit "Besides it kills people. No." 
badge for Civics. "How about smuggling?" 
It's the law thing that gives me fits. "Once I bought a bottle of tequila 
I'm over a month in, and I just keep hop- in Mexico and didn't declare it." 
ing that I know who are the plaintiffs and "I'd beg if I were you." 
defendants in the cases I just briefed. And Moms always know just what to do. 
if I was wrong in the procedural process, There was a reason I called her. I'll re-
please don't let my picture stand out on member to send her something super 
the "seating chart." In my situation, I when I plea bargain this case down to a 
still haven't gotten my arms around the misdemeanor. 
reason International Shoe fits within the So if you're reading this Professor 
framework of Pennoyer. Hell, I'm not even Turley, I'm your man. And if what 
sure what the word "quasi" even means? you've read here doesn t convince you of 
This definitely limits my bullet my innate legal mind, well, you re not 
points under "Legal Experience." I asked alone. 
my friend Rod what I could put down, But, boy, I can beg like nobody's 
and he replied, "You could tell them you business. 
Shopping in DC 
W hether you love it or The Chevy Chase Pavilion Com­itate it, you'll probably plex is connected to a hotel and an office have to do some shop- building and has street stores that are not 
ping while you're 
at school. Below 
are five shopping 
locations: one 
BY ELIZABETH AUSTERN 
Washington Native 
accessible from inside 
the mall. There is a 
Bed Bath and Be­
yond, a Borders 
Books, Pottery Bam, area, one street, 
and three malls, where most Washingto- Ann Taylor, J Crew (and other upscale 
nians visit at one time or another when chain clothiers), Cheesecake Factory 
searching for that "perfect something." (save room for dessert), a "Steinmart 
(which is similar to a TJ Maxx on a 
Connecticut at Farragut North smaller scale), etc. http:// 
www. ccpavilion. com/. 
You can find this area starting Tbe surrounding Friendship 
within a ten-minute walk of the law Heights area also has several noteworthy 
school, walking south on Connecticut shopping venues nearby. Lord & Taylor 
from the Farragut North metro station 15 a biock from Mazza Gallene- and therer 
(near 18lh at K & L). This is as close to a 1S a Callico Comer on the way there if 
concentrated downtown, commercial y°u need high-end fabrics or sewing sup-
shopping area as DC has, and it's not Plies- My personal all-time favorite is 
much. There are several up-scale stores, Rodmans, about 'A mile down t e roa 
a Parade of Shoes, a stereo store, etc; at 5100 Wisconsin Avenue, towards DC 
there is also an American Express office fr°m tbe mads- Rodman s has a gour-
nearby for foreign currency transactions met> discount grocery store on the groun 
and traveler's checks. The serious shop- ^eve^ and 'n tbe basement has discount 
ping starts near the historic Mayflower everything else, except clothing. I bought 
hotel and ends a couple of blocks later. a coffee grinder there for $7, and a phone 
cord for 75 percent less than I found it 
Georgetown anywhere else. They also have a full-ser-
vice (and I mean service) pharmacy, http: / 
. . T. /www.rodmans.com. Not much explanation required. It 
you haven't been there yet, chances are „rf . . -» ,, 
you're going to be soon. Perenn.ally one Wlu,e Flmt Shopping Mall 
of the trendiest - and most tourist-in- o 
fested - shopping areas in Washington, Located on the Red Line in Subur-
Georgetown has anything you might ban Maryland, this mall was new around 
want - except a bargain. the time 1 was born, but 11 still has legs. 
Besides the many bars and restau- There is a hot pink shuttle bus from the 
rants, there is a shopping mail, metro to the mall that runs every 10-15 
Georgetown Park - I can count on my minutes, 
fingers the number of things I have bought 
there - antiques, a "Dean and Deluca" mal1 has a larSe Borders Books, 
(pricey grocenes), clothing stores, a sta- Bloomingdales department store, Lord & 
dium-seating movie theater, etc. The main Taylor department store, and pretty much 
drag is "M" street, with Wisconsin Av- everything you'd expect from a upper-to-
enue as the main cross street - the stores medium-grade suburban mall, including 
get slightly more seedy as you head north some chal" restaurants. There 
up Wisconsin Avenue. Wisconsin dead- * also a "Dave and Busters, which is 
ends into the river. basically an arcade targeted for ad» ts-
Georgetown is a 25-minute walk with interactive video games, pool tables, 
from the Law School, or for $1 (there's a simulated ndes, as well as famify-restau-
discount for Metro transfers) you can take rant-chain quality food and alcoholic bev-
a blue shuttle bus called "Georgetown erag«- Minors are prohibited in D&B at 
Metro Connection" from Foggy Bottom, night, http://www.shopwhiteflint.com/ 
Dupont circle, or Rosslyn Metro stops, newframe.htm 
Georgetown is bounded by the Social . 
Safeway on Wisconsin Avenue, the river, Honorable Mention. Tyson s 
Key Bridge, and Rock Creek Park. Corner 
The Georgetown Village has a 
website at http://www.georgetowndc. Tyson's only gets an honorable men-
com/index.php. tion because it's not Metro-accessible. 
The reason it's in this column: it's won 
Chevy Chase Pavilion/Mazza several awards for the best mall on the 
Gallerie Eastern Seaboard. People fly from for­
eign countries to shop there. The best way 
rr,, , ,, to get here is by car - the metro involves These two shopping malls are f> y . ,, a long Metro ride andMetrobus ride. It s across the street from each other at the « . . 
Friendship Heights metro stop on the Red a 3°'™"U,!.dnVe ft°m ,he GW 
line in Northwest DC. The me.ro lets «mpus m hght traffic. 
you out directly under the malls - you Tyson s is denial* 2 malls-one is 
don't even need to walk outside. The fairly high end, wtth prices to match, and 
mails individually are fairly small, but in the «her is astronomical, with prices to 
combination have much to offer. match. The malls are not close together 
Mazza Gallery has fewer shops " at least half a mile to a mile walk be" 
overall, but Filene's Basement, a Neiman tween tbern-
Marcus, and several upscale shops are Practically every major department 
located there. The Mazza Gallerie movie store has an anchor in thls pla^ ,and lf 
theater was recently re-vamped and there y°u can8et therf; therJ s ve,7 llttlc. you 
is now a "Club" option where for $12 you can'f find- Notably, there is a 
can see a movie in leather seats and be Nordstrom's Department store and an LL 
overcharged for alcoholic beverages and Bean f 
an expanded concession stand, http:// 
www. mazzagallerie. net /. 
ern Seaboard shopping. http:// 
www. shoptysons com/ 
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Ohio State, Clarett Both Guilty 
BY RODNEY ZWAHLEN 
Sports Columnist 
I 
know someone who can feel 
Maurice Clarett's pain. At the 
. beginning of my junior year of 
college, I started dating a girl, whom I 
will call Judy. I liked her because she was 
pretty and nice and all that, but mostly I 
liked her because she liked me. (That, of 
course, is the way it is for most men be­
cause it requires the least amount of ef­
fort.) 
About the same time that I began 
to date Judy, one of my friends invited 
Judy, some other friends, and me to spend 
a few days at his cabin in Colorado. The 
drive was going to be long, but my friend 
promised us that the trip would be worth 
it. He told us that the cabin was nestled 
in a beautiful valley high in the moun­
tains, where we could fish in the stream 
nearby, hike up to stunning mountaintop 
vistas, and tell stories around the camp-
fire under the clear night sky. It sounded 
like fun, and it sounded kind of roman­
tic, so I decided to go. 
The trip was going well, but after a 
day or two something happened: Judy 
started getting on my nerves. And I mean 
really getting on my nerves. It was prob­
ably my fault because I was being impa­
tient, but she annoyed me, and I immedi­
ately recognized that I had to get out of 
the relationship in a hurry. So I did -
right in the middle of the road trip. I just 
quit talking to her, quit making eye con­
tact with her, and quit doing anything else 
that would make her think that 1 still 
wanted to date her. 1 gave her what my 
friends affectionately call "the cold tur­
key. " The only thing I remember about 
the rest of that trip was sitting in the back 
seat of the car with Judy on the way 
home, staring straight ahead, and saying 
nothing. At one point she asked me if I 
wanted a shoulder massage, to which I 
responded, "No." I think that was the 
only word I said to her all the way home. 
Ohio State's reaction to Maurice 
Clarett reminds me of my reaction to 
Judy: the minute something goes wrong 
in a relationship you get out, and get out 
fast (okay, maybe the comparison is a bit 
tenuous, but work with me here). 
Clarett, of course, is charged with 
misdemeanor falsification for lying to 
police about items stolen from his car in 
April. He is also suspended from foot­
ball for the year by his school for alleg­
edly accepting thousands of dollars of 
stereo equipment, which violates NCAA 
rules. 
Before you start yelling about 
Clarett's arrogance and disobedience, let 
me make myself clear: you are right. 
Clarett, it appears, took gifts that he 
should not have taken and then lied to 
the police about it. He should have 
known better and he should be punished. 
But this column is not about Maurice 
Clarett; it is about the hypocrisy of Ohio 
State's athletic officials. 
I do not believe for a second that 
Ohio State did not know that Clarett was 
receiving improper benefits. Even if Ohio 
State did not know specifically about gifts 
given to Clarett, they at least had to know 
that something was going on. There is 
no way someone with Clarett's high pro­
file could drive the borrowed car he was 
driving with the apparently thousands of 
dollars of stereo equipment in the car 
without people from the school knowing 
that something shady was occurring. 
But I have a hard time believing that 
the story is as simple as Ohio State makes 
it sound. Maurice Clarett may be young, 
but I do not think he is dumb enough to 
take a bunch of free stereo equipment as 
an improper gift under NCAA rules and 
then report it missing to the police. He 
had to know that when he reported the 
equipment as missing, he would be in big 
trouble with the school aqd the NCAA. 
There is something else going on 
there beneath the surface. One idea, ad­
vanced by a friend of mine, is that Ohio 
State boosters gave him the goods (which, 
presumably were insured), then told him 
to put the goods in a safe place and re­
port them as missing. That way, Clarett 
would keep the goods and the boosters 
would get the insurance money. I am not 
sure if that is a plausible scenario, but I 
would not rule it out. 
The point is that schools like Ohio 
State go about their shady, behind-the-
scenes coddling of athletes, and then turn 
on them when it goes public. Boosters 
give athletes improper gifts all the time. 
It has been going on for decades, and the 
school officials know about it. When my 
dad went on a football recruiting trip to 
a Pac-10 school way back in 1971, the 
players were getting cash in their shoes 
after games. It is, therefore, backstabbing 
of the highest degree when those same 
officials who turn their backs at the giv­
ing and receiving of improper benefits 
come down hard on players after the im­
proprieties are discovered. 
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Wireless/E-Mail Tips 
The computers in the library have been upgraded, and the Stuart Hall computer lab is 
now up and running! 
Protect Your Wireless Card 
Take your wire-
less cards out of your 
laptops when you are 
not using it. Why? 
Apparently the cards are 
strong enough on their own, but when 
they're in the computer and the card is 
slammed from the side, either the card 
itself or the computer's insides can be 
damaged. If you're like me, you'd prefer 
to keep the card in the computer because 
something just a little bit bigger than a 
credit card is easy to lose, but it's better 
to lose the card than need to have the slot 
that holds it be shoved out of alignment. 
If you are worried about losing the card, 
you should find out if it's covered on your 
homeowner's or renter's insurance policy 
separately from your laptop. 
Email Guide 
Some of you may have noticed the 
new features available with WebMail. 
They are too numerous to list on one tip 
sheet, but below are some hints that may 
help you. 
- First, give up looking, there are 
no distribution lists. In the previous ver­
sion of WebMail you could create a list 
of email addresses and save them as a 
group under an alias. This is no longer 
possible. 
- While there are no address 
groups, there is still an address book fea­
ture. There are two ways to access the 
address book from the main Webmail 
screen: either type the "Contacts" but­
ton, or at the very top of the window click 
the middle drop down list that says "Op­
tions and Styles ..." The "Contacts" 
item is the fifth from the top. If you are 
writing a message, click on "Address 
Book" above the "To:" box. 
- You can also open a "Searchable 
directory" to find a G.W. student, staff, 
or faculty member. If you're writing a 
message, it's the "Searchable Directory" 
link next to the Address Book link. But 
here's a shortcut: If you have the address 
book open already, just scroll down. The 
directory will be farther down in the win­
ELIZABETH AU STERN 
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dow. 
- Next, passwords. Tired of 
"legalterm67" as your Web Portal pass­
word? You can change it! Open 
WebMail from the portal, and at the very 
top of the window click the middle drop 
down list that says "Options and Styles . 
. ." The third item 
from the bottom is 
"Password" - when 
you click it, the result-
ing pop-up window 
should be self-ex­
planatory. 
-Warning: changing your WebMail 
password will NOT change your Win­
dows logon; and 
- You will need to keep your old 
password because the video system isn't 
tied into the password-changer yet. This 
will happen eventually, but for now you'll 
have to remember your original password. 
- In case you're wondering why 
the clock at the top of the main WebMail 
window is there, it's so you can keep track 
of the time you've been logged on. 
WebMail will kick you off after 30 min­
utes. 
- If you are worried that a long 
email is going to disappear because 
WebMail has logged you off, click the 
"Save Draft" button periodically. Yes, it's 
annoying that this closes the message 
window, but at least you can be sure your 
message will be saved. Message drafts 
are available in the "Drafts" folder near 
the bottom of the folder tree on the left-
hand side of the WebMail window. 
Also note that the email-only com­
puters in the library near the 2nd-floor en­
trance will be upgraded, and there should 
also be email portals available in the 
Burns alcove outside the library very soon. 
Last thing: this may have been cov­
ered already, but professors now have 
both WordPerfect andfAS Word on their 
computers. Last year they only had 
WordPerfect, which led to problems with 
electronic document swapping, since 
most students only have MS Word. This 
should no longer be an issue. 
As always, I'd like to hear from you. 
If there are other email features you'd like 
to find out about or anything else com­
puter-related you'd like me to cover, 
please contact me at eaustern 
@law.gwu.edu. If you send me a ques­
tion, chances are there are ten other 
people out there wondering the same 
thing. 
Tauber/A/ofa Bene Daniel Diggs installs new computers in the Burns Library as part of the 
Administration's response to student complaints. The upgrade is part of the long-term 
plans begun this summer. 
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Human Rights in Chinese Prisons 
and the Free Range Chicken 
BY GUALBERTO GARCIA JONES 
Staff Writer 
Battery-hen chicken sells for as little 
as 99 c/lb. Free Range chickens for as 
much as $2.99/lb. Which one should I 
eat? Which one can I afford to eat? 
Made in China sweatshirts sell for 
ten dollars. Made in the USA sweatshirts 
sell for forty dollars. Which one should I 
buy? Which one can I afford to wear? 
Contrary to common beliefs, de­
mocracy and human dignity are not free, 
and they are not the inevitable results of 
economic ideals. Regardless of this, the 
life of a Laogai prisoner in China can 
sadly be analogized to that of a free range 
chicken. 
The short not-so-happy life of a 
battery-hen chicken 
The chicken, after it is born, 







falls of tumbling 
baby chickens. 
Near the end of 
this odyssey the 
chicken's beak is 
sliced off so that 
it will not ingest 
its fellow tenants 
in common. In 
wire mesh cages 
of about 20 by 20 
inches seven chickens will become can­
nibalistic, so off flies the beak and the 
problem is resolved. Trampling and 
trampled the chickens live out their lives 
on a slanted surface of cutting wire mesh, 
inhaling the vaporific humors of their 
own waste 
Someone said that we are what we 
eat, I sure hope not. 
The short not-so-happy life of a 
Laogai prisoner 
Laogai means "reform through la­
bor." The life of Laogai prisoners is not 
unlike that of the battery-hen chicken de­
scribed above. 
The Laogai prisoner might include 
someone like dissident Huang Qi, who 
was convicted this year for five years be­
cause he started a website listing missing 
dissidents; it might be someone like Fa­
ther Wang, a man who spent thirty-three 
years in the Laogai system because of his 
religious beliefs; it might any one ot 
countless Tibetans who is seen as being 
loyal to the Dalai Lama; or it could be 
anyone whom party officials deem is in 
need of further instruction in party ide­
ology and is summarily held under three-
year administrative detention. 
According to the Laogai Research 
Foundation (LRF), an organization 
founded by a naturalized Chinese Ameri­
can named Harry Wu who spent nine­
teen years in the Laogai system for criti­
cizing the Soviet Union, there are cur­
rently about one thousand Laogai camps. 
These numbers are not independently 
verifiable because the Chinese govern­
ment considers the Laogai population a 
state secret. The LRF estimates that there 
are an estimated four to six million people 
currently held in Laogai prisons. 
Many Laogai prisoners never un­
dergo a trial, much less a fair trial. The 
convictions can be extended endlessly by 
post-sentence forced-labor-placements in 
the exact same facility, and they often do 
if the Laogai needs more labor force. 
Torture is frequently practiced by 
the use of batons, beating with fists and 
clubs, the use of handcuffs and leg irons 
in ways that cause intense pain, suspen­
sion by the arms, deprivation of food or 
sleep and solitary confinement. 
Efficiency is achieved at the Laogai 
camps by making workers toil for up to 
16 hours a day, many of them in danger­
ous and toxic sites with no protection. In 
one account evocative of Dante's Inferno, 
a worker treated some animal hides in a 
vat of chemicals by being partly sub­
merged in the vat naked and then mov­
ing around. Furthermore, when a laborer 
is not attaining his quota he is deprived 
of food, forc-
According to the Chinese 
criminal code, nine out of the 
sixteen crimes punishable by 
death are listed as being 
counterrevolutionary. Selling 
the organs of executed 
prisoners is a very clever way 
of limiting political dissent 
while simultaneously reaping 
economic benefit... 






ways out of 
this man-made 
misery is to be­






side of China 
who would have to wait for organ trans­
plants can simply fax Chinese hospitals 
that will then place their orders to the 
Laogai. Execution practices are fre­
quently modified depending on what or­
gans are desired. 
According to the Chinese criminal 
code, nine out of the sixteen crimes pun­
ishable by death are listed as being coun­
terrevolutionary. Selling the organs of 
executed prisoners is a very clever way 
of limiting political dissent while simul­
taneously reaping economic benefit, 
strengthening the Communist party's 
power. 
Officially, the consent of the pris­
oner is needed for harvesting organs, but 
this like most other procedural safeguards 
are violated at will in exchange for a small 
commission, sometimes as small as a 
pack of cigarettes. 
The United States has forbidden 
trading in goods produced through forced 
labor, however, the Communist party and 
Laogai operators (now somewhat priva­
tized) simply have to form a cover com­
pany to trade these goods. Major com­
panies like Wal-Mart, and Staples have 
been found to carry, and still sell Laogai-
produced goods. 
In the end, the life of the Laogai 
prisoner is as inhumane as that of the 
battery-hen chicken with one major dis­
tinction (unfortunately for the chickens,) 
and that is that chickens are not human 
while Laogai prisoners are. 
It is time for America and the "in­
ternational community" to realize (both 
ideologically and legislatively) that capi­
talism is only legitimate when it foments 
democracy. 
If we are what we eat, aren't we also 
what we buy? 
G W Law: Undeserving of New 
York Times Exposure 
BY JEREMY MEDOVOY 
StaffWriter 
Did anyone else see the irony in the 
New York Times feature of Dean Young 
and GW Law? In the feature, Elizabeth 
Olson claimed that Young has applied 
business strategies to improve the law 
school. Specifically, she explained how 
Young has "set about expanding George 
Washington's course offerings, improving 
its physical surroundings, and enhancing 
students. One week, a girl had just come 
from the airport and was carrying a heavy 
bag. I took her into the Records Office 
and explained her situation to a pony-
tailed man behind the counter. I asked 
him if they could keep her bag in the back 
while I gave her a tour. "Absolutely not," 
he replied in a cold and demeaning voice. 
There I was trying to tell this prospective 
student how friendly the GW community 
is, and this employee in the Records Of­
fice has the audacity to be so rude! I am 
Tauber/Nota Bene 
Dean Michael Young speaks at the annual Pro Bono Fair last week while Assoc. Dir. of the 
CDO Jim Lovelace looks on. The author thinks both ought to do more for students. 
its public visibility." Apparently, Olson 
doesn't consider customer relations to be 
a significant part of business strategies 
because she neglected to mention how the 
school's customer service fails to meet the 
demands of its students' $30,000 tuition. 
Let me give some examples. First, 
I would like to address the Career Devel­
opment Office (CDO) because I know 
that this office raises the most concerns 
among students. To say the least, our 
$30,000 tuition demands more from this 
office. Where do I begin with the prob­
lems? A friend of mine went to discuss 
employment opportunities with a coun­
selor in that office. My friend told the 
counselor that he wanted to work in New 
Yoik City, and the first question that the 
counselor asked was whether he had any 
contacts in New York. This is the first 
word of advice!? We are supposed to be 
learning of opportunities from them, and 
they are trying to rely on our contacts. 
In this sense, they are having us do the 
work for them. 
Ironically, I think we, the students, 
coulddoabetterjobthantheCDO. This 
is especially true of the whole clerkship 
fiasco that has unfolded this year. Just 
who in the hell did they have running this 
program? There are too many students 
who relied on the clerkship coordinator 
to send out letters of recommendation 
only to find out that the letters were never 
sent. Well, who needs to do a clerkship 
anyway? Just find another job. Oh wait, 
sorry, you can't rely on the CDO to help 
you find a job either. 
Enough with the CDO ~ let me give 
you some other examples. Last year, I 
gave tours of the school to prospective 
not saying that he should have taken the 
bag. But as an employee of this law 
school, he has a duty to treat its high-pay­
ing customers with dignity and respect. 
And then there are the professors 
here who never return emails. I want to 
be cautious here, because overall, I am 
very pleased with the professors. Gener­
ally, they are wonderful teachers and are 
available to help. Yet, there are those pro­
fessors that cannot be bothered by stu­
dents. Last semester, I emailed my Fam­
ily Law professor to ask her about a dis­
crepancy on the syllabus. No response. 
This summer, I emailed one of our "hot­
shot" professors to ask about an opening 
in his class. No response. There is really 
no excuse for this. 
I commend Dean Young for some 
of the changes he has made. For example, 
the school has made great strides in im­
proving its buildings. However, I think 
the New York Times article would be 
more accurate if the Dean would set out 
to ensure that all GW Law School em­
ployees treat its students as customers. 
The Dean might think that he can ignore 
customers in developing his business strat­
egies. The school will get our money re­
gardless of the services because we want 
the degree, he might think. I argue, how­
ever, that such an idea will have negative 
financial implications for the future be­
cause of the effects on alumni donations. 
For example, because of the services de­
scribed above, I will not give a single 
penny to this school after I graduate. Of 
course, I probably won't have a penny to 
give considering the lack of help from the 
CDO. 
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It was early June 2000, when Jesse 
made his bold proclamation: "I still be­
lieve strongly that I could walk in and 
steal this election at the 11th hour." I, 
for one, was happy. Deeply dissatisfied 
with either choice, I was more than will­
ing to cast my vote for Jesse Ventura if 
he would only ask for it. That is not to 
say I supported many of the governor's 
positions. I did not. It was early sum­
mer, though, and Jesse's words struck me 
like a June breeze. He was fresh, I was 
irrational, and that was enough. If he 
ran, Jesse was my horse. 
Today there are several Ventura-like 
candidates. The two most prominent, 
Arnold Schwarzenegger and Wesley 
Clark, stand atop many polls. Both are 
unqualified for high political office. As a 
reformed member of the political-neo­
phyte cult, I believe these cases pose an 
important question: Why do so many 
Americans flock to celebrity candidates? 
The reason is this. Both the elec­
torate and celebrity candidates make a 
foolish assumption regarding politics: It 
is not a "professional" field, and there­
fore it does not require any specific train­
ing or background. We believe that "lead­
ership" qualities are intangible and best 
expressed through sheer force of person­
ality rather than a long resume. The me­
dia reinforces this perception, gleefully 
welcoming high-profile candidates into 
major races with little or no initial scru­
tiny. 
Clark and Arnold are perfect ex­
amples. Upon declaring their candida­
cies, both asked for and, more shockingly, 
received honeymoon periods from the me­
dia to formulate campaign platforms. 
Both candidates admitted, frankly, that 
they would need time to decide what it 
was they thought. Clark made his politi­
cal inexperience the focus of the last demo­
cratic debate, repeatedly charming the au­
dience by prefacing remarks with "dur­
ing my nine days in politics." As of to­
day, if one peruses Clark's website, you 
will find no "issues" link. There is no 
platform available. There is nary an idea 
on the entire site, save his pedestrian eco­
nomic package that was hastily put to­
gether just in time for his first debate, the 
topic of which was, of course, econom­
ics. He does provide a "hundred-year 
vision" for America, but it is laughably 
rhetorical and vague. Wesley Clark does 
not have one original idea, but polls show 
that we do not mind. Why should we 
vote for him? Because, he ensures us, he 
is a leader. 
Arnold is worse. He has no politi­
cal or leadership experience. To my 
knowledge, he has never even played a 
leader ("Major Dutch" notwithstanding). 
Unlike Clark, he has resisted debating his 
opponents, participating only in one de­
bate for which he had access to the ques­
tions beforehand. Like Clark, he has sur­
rounded himself with political retreads, 
holdovers from the Pete Wilson adminis­
tration. Both men are empty vessels, mere 
front men for sidelined political opera­
tives hungry to reenter the game. I do 
not suggest a conspiracy, for no one is 
hiding anything. Arnold and Clark are 
here to lead us, but they will gladly allow 
others to determine in what direction. 
Arguably, this is no big deal. Some 
will say that few political leaders have 
mastery over all facets of policy, and thus 
will always leave the details to the "ex­
perts." While this is true to some extent, 
these candidates represent an extreme 
case. They lack the knowledge to even 
set general policy agendas themselves. 
They lack the experience to identify a 
poor idea when it crosses their desk or to 
make an executive decision when their 
advisors disagree. They have the person­
alities to lead, but they lack the tools. 
Thirty years of soldiering will not prepare 
Wesley Clark for the plethora of difficult 
decisions a president will face concern­
ing disparate issues like Social Security, 
global warming, and AIDS. Thirty years 
of acting will not prepare Arnold for any­
thing but retail politics. 
Surely, at the minimum, candidates 
should acquaint themselves with issues 
and policy before entering politics. Strong 
opinions and clear ideas, even if unorigi­
nal, should be the motivating factors for 
running for office, not afterthoughts. The 
confidence of Clark and Arnold is genu­
ine and invigorating, and within their 
fields justified. Outside of their knowl­
edge and experiences, however, it is mere 
impetuosity. As the electorate, we must 
not confuse the two. 
The Case For Wesley Clark 
BY NICK DIETZ 
StaffWriter 
Bill Clinton recently remarked: 
"Democrats want to fall in love with their 
candidates, while Republicans just follow 
theirs." Well now that Clinton's fellow 
Arkansas-native, retired general and 
former Supreme Commander of NATO, 
Wesley Clark, has thrown his four-star 
helmet into the ring, I am a smitten kit­
ten. 
Despite the fact that every time I 
hear the name "Wesley," I think of that 
annoying kid from Mr. Belvedere, I am a 
big fan of Wesley Clark. Many polls al­
ready have him as the Democratic front-
runner and it's easy to see why. 
He's a decorated war hero. Take 
that, John Kerry. 
He's a "Washington outsider." 
Sorry, Howard Dean. 
He's a Southerner. Tough luck, 
John Edwards and Bob Graham. 
He's even half-Jewish! Oy vey, Joe 
Lieberman. 
And to top it all off, he is one good-
looking man. I mean, he's not Ted 
Kucinich hot, but who is? 
While it's true that Clark has no 
political experience, that didn't stop 
Dwight Eisenhower from winning two 
terms as President. Ike got by with such 
comprehensive campaign promises as: "If 
elected, I will go to Korea." (John F. 
Kennedy's witty rejoinder, a few years 
later, was: "If elected, I will go to Wash­
ington.) 
Clark even has ready-made cam­
paign novelties for his supporters to pass 
out: Clark bare! Yes it's cheesy, but ev­
erything about the campaign process is. 
Arguably, the "hippest" thing a presiden­
tial candidate has done in recent years 
was playing the saxophone on the 
Arsenio Hall show. The bar certainly has 
not been set very high. 
When you match Clark up against 
George W. Bush, he looks even better. 
Clark graduated first in his class at West 
Point and was a Rhodes Scholar. Bush 
cannot pronounce the word "nuclear." 
Bush spent the Vietnam War in the 
Texas Air National Guard, where he 
helped keep the Lone Star State free of 
Viet Cong insurgents. Wesley Clark, on 
the other hand, spent the Vietnam War 
in, of all places, Vietnam! His numerous 
medals include: 3 Defense Distinguished 
Service Medals, a Silver Star, 2 Bronze 
Stars, 4 Legion of Merit Medals, a Purple 
Heart, 2 Meritorious Service Medals, and 
1 Army Commendation Medals. That 
works out to about one medal for every 
sweetheart deal Halliburton is getting in 
Iraq. 
Just imagine how ridiculous Bush's 
famous (or infamous) aircraft carrier-
landing stunt will look if he has to face 
off with the man who led NATO air 
forces to victory over the military of 
Slobodan Milosevic. When Bush 
preaches national security and "waves the 
bloody shirt" of 9/11, one may wonder: 
who better to protect the country than a 
former 4-star general? Wesley Clark al­
ready proved, during the 1999 Kosovo 
War, that he can hold a coalition together, 
something Bush has been quite incapable 
of doing in Iraq. In fact, Bush has man­
aged to anger practically every non-En­
glish-speaking member of NATO, the 
very countries that Clark worked so well 
with. 
Granted, most people, including 
myself, don't know where Clark stands 
on many important issues. But as long 
as he is pro-jobs and anti-crime, his re­
sume alone should be enough to secure 
him the Democratic nomination, and 
perhaps even the Presidency itself. 
Some argue that Clark is not a 
"true" Democrat, meaning that he is not 
liberal enough. Well no offense to the 
people who put up all those Howard 
Dean posters in the Law School, but only 
a moderate Democrat can win the up­
coming election. George Bush is clearly 
not a moderate, which is why many 
Americans detest him. But if his oppo­
nent is as radical on the left as Bush is on 
the right, the majority of voters (or rather, 
slightly less than the majority) will prob­
ably stick with the evil they know and re­
elect Bush. That's why everyone who 
views the Bush Presidency as, to quote 
Gerald Ford completely out of context, 
"our long national nightmare," should 
rejoice over Wesley Clark's entry into the 
race. 
If you believe in omens, and I know 
you do, here's a doozy: the very week that 
Wesley Clark announced his candidacy, 
the un-ranked Arkansas Razorback foot­
ball team throttled the # 6 Texas Long-
horns in Texas! I think that's a pretty clear 
sign that it's time to start stocking up on 
Clark bars. 
Election Violations Found in Hearing 
Three Complaints Were Filed Against Misdeeds in LL.M. Represen­
tative Election. The SBA Elections Committee Convened to Rule. 
Tauber/Nota Bene 
Four members of the Elections Committee sit to hear an election complaint against LL.M. 
Rep. Arkan El Seblani. The members are from left, Jason Karasik, Kyle Samm in, Julia 
Richie and Faye Eisen. Alan Tauber (notpictured) also sat on the board. 
Editor's Note: Mr. El Seblani was 
found responsible for violating the 
University's e-mail policy by the 
Election's Committee. He was ordered 
to write this letter of apology and 
submit it to the Nota Bene. 
MEMBERS OF THE IP LLM 
LISTSERVE: 
Pursuant to the directions of the 
SBA "Election Committee" and consis­
tent with all the good intentions I pos­
sess, I would like to formally apologize 
to all the members of the IP LLM 
Listserve, to whom I e-mailed regarding 
the LLM Representative election. 
I would like to make clear that I had 
no intentions to harm or offend any of 
my fellow LLMs, yet deemed by the es­
teemed "Election Committee" to have 
actually done that , I do not hesitate to 
extend my deepest apologies and ask for 
your forgiveness. 




Dean's Your Candidate 
| TO THE EDITOR: 
I do not often read the Nota Bene, 
but I recently came upon an article titled, 
"Why Howard Dean (and the U.N.) is 
wrong for America." (Sept. 22) The au­
thor proceeded to assault Dean's foreign 
policy and concluded the article with a 
description of his ideal candidate. 
He wanted officials "aware and ac­
cepting of the United States' unique po­
sition as the world's sole superpower, but 
intelligent and humble enough to use that 
power wisely: morally, but always in na­
tional self-interest." At first I was devas­
tated to learn that Dean did not fit this 
characterization. I had taken an interest 
in Dean's candidacy and felt foolish to 
discover he was going to dismantle 
America's sovereignty. How could I have 
not picked up this theme in his speeches 
and policy statements? I decided to look 
with new eyes at www.deanforamerica. 
com to evaluate where I had gone wrong. 
I found a wellspring of information 
deceptively hidden under the moniker, 
"On the Issues, Foreign Policy." Having 
to read all the way to the fourth paragraph 
I came upon a few cryptic sentences: 
"We remain the sole superpower in 
the world. As Madeleine Albright once 
put it, we are the 'indispensable power' 
for addressing so many of the challenges 
around the worid. But we cannot lead the 
world by force, and we cannot go it alone. 
We must lead toward clearly articulated 
and shared goals and with the coopera­
tion and respect of friends and allies." 
Surely this was an anomaly. It must 
have slipped out when he was discussing 
turning over the White House's key to 
Kofi Annan. Despite my better judgment 
I continued to read. Under the Orwellian 
title "Defending American Values-Pro­
tecting America's Interests," I discovered 
more of the same: 
"Now, I am not among those who 
say that America should never use its 
armed forces unilaterally. In some circum­
stances, we have no choice. In Iraq, I 
would be prepared to go ahead without 
further Security Council backing if it were 
clear the threat posed to us by Saddam 
Hussein was imminent and could neither 
be contained nor deterred. However, that 
case has not been made, and I believe we 
should continue the hard work of diplo­
macy and inspection." 
Well, now I was completely 
flummoxed. The newspaper article and 
Dean's own words did not match. The 
only logical assumption was Dean has 
misquoted himself since this Feb. 17 
speech. The audacity of politicians has 
no bounds. 
But then I took a step back. Could 
it be that maybe the opinion letter misun­
derstood a central tenet of their argu­
ment? Perhaps they mistakenly believed 
that since going into Iraq was out self-
interest that it must inherently be good. 
Suddenly the skies cleared. It all made 
sense. I guess the scrivener believed hav­
ing 130,000 American troops bogged 
down in Iraq, distracting us from prior­
ity number one of going after terrorism 
and protecting our homeland was the 
ideal of self-interested motive. 
What the author forgot to take into 
consideration when assessing self-inter­
est is that it should actually be beneficial. 
What I believe Dean would say is that 
priority number one is terrorism, Iraq was 
not an imminent threat, other methods 
would have achieved the same result, 
Korea is much more dangerous than Iraq, 
and that we need the cooperation of as 
many nations as possible to fight this 
multi-front war. He would also say some­
thing along the lines of self-interest and 
strategy are critical when making foreign 
policy decisions, and that is why this war 
was at the wrong time, with the wrong 
country, and for the wrong reasons. As 
for Liberia, what other engagement could 
be more intrinsically self-interested? It 
was a situation that recently came to the 
attention of the U.S. media, it required 
minimal effort, and made us feel like we 
cared about Africa. I do not think you 
could get more self-interested. 
The United Nations is an imperfect 
institution. It is as flawed as its creators. 
However even the Bush administration, 
which for months threatened the U.N. 
with being irrelevant, suddenly thinks that 
they might actually serve a purpose. 
Three years into his presidency Bush 
learned what Dean and previous presi­
dents already understood: 
"Presidents such as Truman, 
Eisenhower and Kennedy built and 
strengthened international institutions, 
rather than dismissing and disparaging 
the concerns of allies. They inspired and 
mobilized other countries because they 
believed there was no more powerful force 
on earth than that of free people work­
ing together." 
Dean understands that America is 
the world's only superpower. He will act 
in America's morally justified self-inter­
est. But he will not have self-interest nar­
rowly defined by the Bush administration. 
Terrorism is priority number one, and we 
need the cooperation of organizations 
such as the U.N. to effectively fight it. The 
payoff of the war in Iraq is not worth the 
cost. It has not made the world much 
safer, especially in comparison with what 
we would have gained had we combined 
our actions with other major powers— 
not only the military and monetary sup­
port that we badly need now, but also the 
esteem, respect and cooperation of the 
other nations that help promote the U. S. 's 
personal self-interest in protecting itself 
against world terrorist networks. Iraq was 
not an imminent threat. We lost our fo­
cus. We need to renew our efforts 
throughout the worid to fight terrorism 
and we need help doing it: 
"Our nation is the world's preemi­
nent power. With this power comes great 
responsibility. Our actions are important 
in themselves, but also as a model for 
what we may expect — and demand ~ of 
other nations. As a result, no country has 
a bigger stake than we in establishing and 
enforcing the highest possible norms of 
international behavior. We can't do that 
by constantly shunning others and vow­
ing to go it alone. We can only do it 
through leadership that reflects the quali­
ties of our own country at its very best." 
It seems we have found the Op-Ed 
author's dream candidate. I am glad we 
were able to clear up misunderstandings. 
Finally we have found a candidate that 
understands America's role in the world 
and wants to continue our relationship 
with the U.N. that has had an effective 
place in every administration since its 
inception except the current one. 
Felipe Alonso III, 3L 
Editor's Note: The length restriction was 
waived for this letter. 
Board Editorials 
Clerkships? CD Oh J t 
The recent revelations that the Ca­
reer Development Office (CDO) has 
failed to send many letters of recommen­
dations to federal judges raise both tem­
peratures and questions. And they de­
mand three responses. 
First, administrators must amelio­
rate this debacle. The delay persists more 
than a month after letters were to be 
mailed. Sacrifice sleep and weekends -
as lawyers are supposed to do - find these 
letters, and send them as soon as possible. 
Too much is at stake: clerkships open 
doors to once-in-a-life opportunities. In­
competence should not be the keys that 
lock these doors. 
Second, administrators must admit 
their failure. No blaming viruses, poor 
computer systems, or staffers. Just ad­
mit fault and apologize. 
Finally, the administration must fix 
this problem for next year's applicants. 
Another round of this year's disaster 
would result in serious costs for this 
school and its students. 
SBA President Corrie Westbrook 
has also asked the administration to in­
dividually contact those whose letters 
have not been mailed and to offer an ex­
planation as to what happened and what 
it being done. These suggestions are also 
worthwhile, as is a proposal to have Dean 
Young and the faculty contact judges to 
explain the delay. 
The CDO, the Clerkship Commit­
tee, and various employers continually 
persuade students to apply for federal 
clerkships. These selective, prestigious 
positions allow recent law school gradu­
ates to work alongside federal judges, as­
sisting them with such tasks as manag­
ing cases and writing opinions. 
Receiving a clerkship, however, re­
quires a rigorous application process. 
Students usually apply to more than 70 
judges each just to have a chance of get­
ting a single offer. Their applications 
must include resumes, transcripts, cover 
letters, and letters of recommendation. 
The CDO graciously assists in this 
process, especially this year when federal 
judges imposed a new date before which 
applications would not be considered. But 
somehow, somewhere, something went 
wrong. Many letters have failed to reach 
the judges. Even more incredible, the 
CDO has failed to find some of these 
unsent letters. Students now face serious 
disadvantages against applicants from 
other schools. How can G.W. students 
with equal qualifications as other schools' 
students compete against those students 
who have letters of recommendation? 
The simple answer: they can't. 
Have the CDO and the Clerkship 
Committee notified the effected students 
about the delay in sending their letters? 
No. 
Have the CDO and the Clerkship 
Committee worked as hard as they could 
to send these letters out? 
No - just walk by the CDO at night, 
and you won't find anyone there. 
Have the CDO and the Clerkship 
Committee answered the one, begging 
question: How did this trouble begin? 
Of course not. 
Pointing the finger at individual 
administration officials wiU not solve the 
problem. P assing the buck won't sav e the 
clerkships that many students have pre­
sumably lost due to the administration's 
lack of preparedness in handling the in-
' flux of letters. 
Addressing these three demands 
would represent a sjep in the right direc­
tion for the administration. The students 
will welcome this much-delayed progress. 
Revisit The Dean's List 
The time has come for the creation 
of a Dean's List to recognize students for 
outstanding excellence in the classroom 
on a semesterly basis. It's a low-cost idea 
that could be a tremendous benefit to stu­
dents who might be saddled with a poor 
semester somewhere in their career and 
is an extra incentive to motivate students, 
even those whose cummulative rank 
might be somewhat low. 
It will also help students deal with 
employers who cannot be expected to 
understand what the countless distinc­
tions of countless law schools mean. With 
a Dean's List, students would have a uni­
versally recognized achiement. 
In fact, when the faculty created the 
Washington and Marshall Scholar dis­
tinctions as awards for students in the top 
percentages of their classes based on 
GPA, they wanted to issue the recogni­
tion based on semesterly grades, not 
cumuluative GPAs. The technology was 
not available to complete those calcula­
tions at the time, but it has now become 
easy to do the math. 
The faculty now has an opportunity 
to see its original wishes fulfilled while 
creating an honor that will help motivate 
students and give recognition to those 
who might suffer from a slow start or who 
might wish to risk their GPA on a tough 
courseload for a semester. It's a win-win 
situation. 
The proposal was tabled to a com­
mittee at a faculty meeting last year, but 
it should not be left there forgotten. The 
faculty and student representatives on the 
Curriculum Committee should revisit the 
idea and present a proposal for faculty 
consideration again this year. 
For their part, students ought to 
support the idea by discussing it with their 
representatives and with their professors. 
It's an idea whose time has come. 
To Submit an Opinion 
The Nota Bene i nvites readers' opinions. Letters to the E ditor must be 300 
words or less, signed, dated and i nclude a graduation year or title. E-mail submis­
sions to notabene@law.gwu.edu 
To w rite a longer opinion column, contact Opinions E ditor Chris McClintock at 
cmcclintock@law.gwu.edu 




ODDS AND ENDS 
Quoteable 
In urging the faculty to nominate an alternate representative to the American Association of Law Schools, Dean Michael Young encouraged faculty members to nominate someone who had irri­
tated them in the past week. 
"I nominate you. 11 
- Professor Theresa Gabaldon 
After a roar of laughter in agreement, Young was elected to the posi­
tion. He accepted. 
Horoscopes 
Libra: (Sept. 23—Oct. 23) 
You and your roller bag will get what you deserve. 
Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21) 
Telemarketers will put your cheap self on their own "Do Not Call" list. 
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21) 
We told you "Friends" would suck. 
Capricorn: (Dec. 22—Jan. 19) 
You will not be an "Instant Winner" on Westlaw this week. 
Aquarius: (Jan. 20—Feb. 18) 
You will be an "Instant Winner" on Westlaw this week. Congratulations 
on your 10 bonus points. 
Pisces: (Feb. 19—March 20) 
Your letters of recommendation will finally arrive at the judge s chambers. 
Too bad he's already hired a 3L from American. 
Aries: (March 21—April 19) 
You will be thrown for a loop when Professor Maggs starts class at one 
minute past the hour, but will recover upon hearing the magic words: "I 
have a picture." 
Taurus: (April. 20—May 20) 
There are two types of computers: Those that have crashed, and those 
that will crash. Your's is about to make the transition. 
Gemini: (May 21—June 21) 
Your Bar Review escapades, including groping women and praising Hitler, 
will come back to haunt you. 
Cancer: (June 22—July 22) 
The Bush Administration will leak your secret membership in the Lollipop 
Guild. 
Leo: (July 23—Aug. 22) 
Your smartass portal posting will not be appreciated. 
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) 




6 First mate 
10 Knuckle sandwich 
14 Communications device 
15 Brazilian soccer star 
16 Unusual occurrence 
17 Stadium 
18 Apple chemical 
19 Arm bone 






30 Itahau city 
32 Adored 
33 Barnyard Mom 
34 . Rivers Stadium 
38 Price control ling org. 
39 Likely 
40 Halo 
41 Mortise joint 
43 Russian novelist Tolstoy 
44 K&rcnma & others 
45Rflyal 
47 Firstborn 
48 Card game 
51 Totally 
52 Boozer 




63 Cow palace 
64 Flight maneuver 
65 Mash 




1 Housemaid in India 
2 Girl's name 
3 Capital of Yemen 
4 Repair 
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5 Inebriated: Slang 
6 Separate 
7 Food shop 










28 Kitchen need 
29 Once used 
30 Indian lodge 
31 Golden Rule word 
33 Dormitory 
35 Magic charm 
36 Geological periods 
37 Word after big or due 
42 Eggs+cteam+rum: 
Abbrev 





50 French river 
51 Bring into the family 
54 Burn plant 
55 Broadway k$vt 
56 Defy 
57 Elevator manufacturer 
58 Me riot, e.g 
59 Doses off 
Quotable Quote 
Experience is that 
marvelous thing that 
enables you to recog­
nize a mistake when 
you make it again. 
• • • Franklin P. Jones 
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Answer on page 10 
•HHI Tauber/Nofa Bene 
Demolition begins on the old GW Hospital, where President Reagan was taken following his 
shooting by John Hinkley, Jr. The hospital was rendered obsolete when the University 
completed constmction of a ne w facility across the street. 
The Soft Lounge by Frank Lattuca 
"Wve-LcoYirru cA Cx*Ss I 
TW HP » . *1 
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T Name That Case 
Answers 
1L: Judge Answorth, Mas v. Perr y 
(5th Circuit 1974) 
2L: Per Curiam, Hamer v. Sidway ( 
New York Court of Appeals, 1891) 
3L: Justice Black, Korematsu v. 
United States ( United States Supreme 
Court, 1944) 
LLM: Justice Musmanno, Com­
monwealth v. Robin (Supreme Court of 
Pennsylvania, 1966) 
